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9 .1. 6 
9 ,1. 7 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9. 1. 1. 1 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPTOM SYMPTOM 
NUMBER STEP PAGE 
s/ c 012 CHECKLIST ERROR CODES 1 1 2 
OCDU DRIVE PROBLEM 1 1 8 
OPTICS DRIVE PROBLEM 2 1 8 
OPTICS ZERO ENCODE PROBLEM 3 1 8 
ACCELEROMETER FAIL (ISS LOOP) 1 1 9 
IMU FAIL 2 1 9 
TUMBLED IMU 3 1 9 
LARGE IMU ALIGNMENT ERRORS 4 1 9 
CDU FAIL LIGHT ON 1 1 10 
ABNORMAL FDAI ATT ERROR NEEDLES IN G&N ATT 2 1 10 
SUSPECTED AGC PROBLEM 1 1 11 
COMP FAIL LIGHT ILLUMINATES (MDC) 1 1 12 
SYIIPTOII 










PREPARED BY, /fl1 
,--/J'HR 
IISC Form 460 (Rev'Dec 66) 
C 
STEP PROCEDURE 
Depress error reset . Wait for 
zero encoder light off. Place 
Optics Mode switch in Zero 
Optics position & wait uritil 
zero encoder light off again . 
Depress Error reset 
Depress Error Reset on DSKY. 
Switch Optics Mode to Manual 
and complete optics drive 
manually. 
Depress Error Reset and continue 
or return to POO and start over. 
Depress Error Reset and continue 
Depress Error Reset and continue 
Depress Error Reset. If 
rejection of an accepted mark is 
desired, go back to POO and 
start over. 
Depress Error Reset and cont inue. 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DAT E 1 





Optics Mode switch removed from 
Zero Optics position before 
end of 60 second wait. 
Internal marks request with 
mark system busy. 
Too many marks 
Mark reject (V52E) with mark 
system not in us e . 
Mark reject with no effect, 
i.e., no mark between mark 
rejects or all requested marks 
have been accepted when V52E 
entered. 
Optics mark with none requested. 
FAILURE 
Computer unable 
to achieve desired 
optics mode. 
The computer has 
failed to properly 
control the optics 
drive . The OCDU's 
may drive with no 
desired optics 
angles. 
APOLLO OPERAT IONS HANDBOOK 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
5/C 012 lREV FINAL 
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MSC Form •so (Rev Dec 66) 
STEP PROCEDURE 
Depress Error Reset . Re- enter 
program and make 2 marks or 
sel ect a known landmark. 
Depress Error Reset . Re-enter 
program and try again . 
Depress Error Reset. Wait until 
zero encoder l ight off. Reselect 
Zero Encode Mode and wait until 
zero encode light off again . 
Depress Error Reset . Check 
switches. 
Depress Error Reset . Check IMU 
status. 
Depress Error Reset . Sel ect 
switch configuration to avoid 
this situation . 
Depress Error Reset . See PI PA 
failure mal function procedur es . 
(Entrance to POO i s enabl ed by 
the alarm . ) 
Depress Error Reset and 
continue (cautiously) 
Depress Error Reset and continue 
or realign if desired . 
FL IGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE 1 




Onl y one mar k made fo r unknown 
l andmar k. 
Ma rk data unavai l abl e after 
restart . 
I MU Mode changed f rom Zero 
Encode before end of 35 sec . 
delay . 
No IMU mode i ndicated to 
computer. 
I MU mode changed wi th t r ans f er 
swi tch at COMPUTER , but 
computer di d not command the 
change . 
Desired gimbal angl es y i e l d 
gimbal l ock . 
(MGA ~ 60°) 
) 
FAILURE 
Computer unable to 
a chieve des ired mode 
Excessive a ccel ero-
meter output 
(~18,5 g ' s) 
Error retur n from 
routine . 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
5 / C 012 IREV FI NAL 











PREPARED BY, (;/fl) 
V 
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Depress Error Reset. Maneuver 
vehicle to obtain stars. 
Reselect program. 
Depress Error Reset. Select pr~ 
per mode. If no SCS monitor 
desired (wasn't disabled by v33E 
at the proper time), key 
V21N01E 730E 77776E. 
Depress Error Reset. Reselect 
program and change associated 
time by 15 min. or more. 
Depress Error Reset. Check 
with ground. 
Record R2 and R3 contents. 
Relay to ground. Depress 
Error Reset. 
Depress Error Reset. 
Record DSKY display. Depress 
Error Reset. Relay information 
to ground. 
Depress Error Reset. 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE 1 




Star out of FOV. 
FAILURE 
SCS Mode not in desired state. 
1.0 
1.0 
Time and longitude too far 
apart. 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
Rupt 2 (not expecte~ 
not wired) Hardware 
suspect 
AGC self-test error. 













APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
S/C 012 )REV FINAL 
SECTIDN____9_._l.l.l lPAGE A 
SYMPTOM STEP PROCEDURE NEXT REMARKS FAILURE STEP 
-




01203 Depress Error Reset. 1.0 Waitlist overflow 
01204 Depress Error Reset . 1.0 Task couldn't be 
fit into the 
waitlist . 
01206 Depress Error Reset. 1. 0 Display system routine 
already in use. 
01207 Depress Error Reset . 1.0 No VAC area 
available for marks. 
Use computer with 
caution. 
01210 Depress Error Reset 1.0 Job already waiting in 
STALL ---
01301 Depress Error Reset . Possible erasable memory Arccos or Arcsin 
disturbance. argument too large . 
Use computer with 
caution. 
01302 Depress Error Reset . 1. 0 Possible erasable memory Square root argument 
disturbance . excessively negative. 
Use computer with 
caution . 
A 
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IISC Form 460 (Rev Dec 66) 
STEP PROCEDURE 
Depress Error Reset. Select POO 
and troubleshoot for poor align-
ment , control system problem 
etc. 
Depress Error Reset . Return to 
prethrust program via POO and 
try again. 
Depress Error Reset . Select POO 
and reselect prethrust program . 
Depress Error Reset . Similar 
to pattern 00401 . 
Depress Error Reset . Reselect 
P32 through POO . Change input 
parameters . 
Depress Error Reset. Reselect 
P32 through POO . Change 
latitude of t arget. If target 
beyond max . declination is 
desired , select latitude in 
P32 to avoid 01411 alarm. 
Reselect desired latitude in 
P62. 
Go to SCS entry procedures . 
Depress Error Reset . Avoid 
roll into gimbal lock . 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE 1 




Thrust misalignment exceeds 90° , 
Less than 5 min . to ignition . 
Error return from maneuver 
to ignition attitude . 
Commanded CDUZ exceeds 60°. 
Entry conditions not 
computable . 
Target latitude exceeds declina-
tion of orbit . 
Avg . g not running for entry. 
(Not likely) 
IMU orientation not 
satisfactory for entry 
(Computer waits 5 sec and 
proceeds) 
FAILURE 
This alarm may 
indicate transient 
computer error . 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
5/C 012 fREV FINAL 
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Depress Error Reset. Add 180° 
to backup bank angle charts . 
0 deg. roll is lift down. 
Depress Error Reset . 
Report condition to ground . 
Depress Error Reset . 
Report condition to ground . 
Depress Error Reset 
Allow program to continue 
a. FOO displayed 
b. FOO not displayed 
c. Repeated aborts 
Reselect program, try again 
Program is attempting to start 
again at an appropriate point 
Key v36E (Fresh Start) . 
Reinitialize erasable memory . 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE 1 




IMU orientation reversed for 
entry (Computer waits 5 sec 
and proceeds .) 
CM/SM sep . discrete present 
with major mode not 11 or 62. 
SIVB sep . discrete present with 
major mode not 11 or 12. 







not wired for this 
discrete, appearance 
of this alarm 
implies computer 
transient error . 
Since spacecraft 
not wired for this 
discrete, appearance 
of this alarm 
implies computer 
transient error . 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATI ON 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
s;c 012 IREV FINAL 


























IN O&N OPTICS 
WOP 
1. OCDU DRIVE 
PROBUJ( 
2, OPTICS DRIVE 
PROBUJ( 





J. AGC OR OCDU 
ENCODER 
4. TELESCOPE DRIVE 
5. SEXTANT DRIVE 
) 
TRO UBIE SIKlOTINO PROCPllURES 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION , INC.~ ,m.,; >: ond JN>,,RMATIUN HYHH:MH J>J V JHIOO 
COMCLUSIONS COJUI.ECTIVE ACTION\~ 
1. COMMAND ZERO OPTICS 
2. VERIFY ZERO ENCODE'-- I NO ZERO 
LIGHT COMES OM AND OOES OUT ENCODE1lLIGHT 
3. SELECT OPTICS MAMUAL 
M>DE 
4, SELECT TELESCOPE STAR 
IDS lllDE 
AGC PROBLP)( .© MAKUALU' COMMAID OCDU REGISTERS 
TO ZERO (V24157DI) 
OCDU'S DRIVING YES OCDU FAILURE @ 1. PULL OPTICS CB'S ON 
CONTINOOUSLY? ....._ _____ ___, JIIDC 22 TO STOP CDU 
DRIVE 
NO 2. USE MECHANICAL DRIVES 
AflE OCDO I S ZERO 
CALL UP DISPLAY ON 
DSICY OF OCDU ANGLES 
(Vl6N55E) 












OCDU AGC REGISTERS 
TO ZERO (V24N57EEE) 
YES 14--------------------t Vl6N55E 
DRIVE OPTICS IN SHAFT 
AND TRUNNION 
r--------1---------. HO I CHANGE CONTROLLER MOD 
SWITCH OR CONTROLLER 
SPEED SWITCH 
DO OCDU ' S DRIVE?~ USE OPERATIONAL MODE 
iio 
DO OCDU ' S DRIVE? 
f!;S 
DOES DSKY DISPIAY FOLLOW OCDU'S? NO AGC OR OCDU ENCODER 
@ PERFORM BACKUP 
PROBLEM ALIGNMENTS ONLY 
YES 
DOES TELESCOPE FOLWW NO TELESCOPE DRIVE 
@ 
USE MECHANICAL DRIVES PROBLE>! 
TES 








00 .3102 V 5.1T TR!JI l()'!'()R 
DRUE II( PHASE 
CG .3112 V SXT SHAPT J()'l'OR 
DRIVE IN PHASE 
CG .31.33 V SCT. TR!JI l()TOR 
DRIVE 
CG .3141 V TRUN CDU 16X ~. 
ERROR IN PHASE 
CG .3200 V TRON CDU l()T()R 
DRIVE II( PHASE 
CG .3220 V SHAPT CDU l()T()R 
DRIVE Df PHASE 
G&N Optic• Loop Check 
SYMPl'OMS 
Sl!SPECTED PROBLEM 
IN ISS LOOP 
1 . ACCEL FAIL 
2 . IMU FAIL 
3 . TUMBLED IMU 
4 . LARGE IMU ALIGNMENT 
ERRORS 
IS THE ACCEL 
FAIL LIGHT ON 
NO 
IS THE IMU FAIL 
LIGHT ON 
NO 
HAS IMU TUMBLED 
& UNSTABLE 






ISC For■ 4110 (ile,- llec 88) 





PERFORM PIPA BIAS 
MEASUREMENT 
(C/L P . 9-16) 
DO MEASURED & PRESENT 




IS THE IMU STABLE 
( OBSERVE FDAI IN A 
G&N MODE , s/ c RATES 
DAMPED) 
REALIGN IMU 




(IMU FAIL LIGHT INHIBITED 
BY AGC DURING COARSE ALIGN 
MODE) 
DID IMU CAGE A'r 0, 0 , 0 
(FDAI NAV SYMBOL) 
YES 
PRESS ENTER 
(IMU FAIL LIGHT MAY COME ON 
AFTER COMPLETION OF COARSE 
SLIGN MODE , BUT WILL GO OUT 
IN A FEW SECONDS IF STAB 
LOOP IS NORMAL) 
IS THE IMU STABLE & 









( G&N POWER DOWN) 
YES 
COMPLETE P51 
(IMU ORIENTATION DETERMINATION) 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT OIVISION 
Jan 27, 1967 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. PIPA FAILURE 
2 . USE OF G&N FOR 







CHECK WITH GROUND FOR 






IMU STAB LOOP FAILURE ____ ___.G> 
GYROS MAY HAVE BEEN 
.DAMAGED 





1. LOSS OF G&N 11,. V AND AUTOMATIC 
ENTRY CAPABILITIES . IMU MAY 
BE ALIGNED AND USED AS ATTITUDE 
REFERENCE . 
2 . NO MISSION IMPACT 
3. NO MISSION IMPACT 
4 . PERFORM ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL 
CHECKS ON s/c ATTITUDE FOR 
AV MANEUVERS 
5. LOSS OF G&N (AGC MAY BE USED 
TO DISPLAY GROUND ELAPSED 
TIME) 
6 . PERFORM ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL 
CHECKS ON s/c ATTITUDE FOR 
AV MANEUVERS 
MISSION SUPPORT TM POINTS 
CG 6000 IMU PRESSURE 
CG 2300 PIPA TEMP 
CG 2301 ffiIG TEMP 
CG 2302 IMU HEATER CURRENT 
CG 2303 IUM BLOWER CURRENT 
CG 1101 - 28 VDC SUPPLY 
CG 0001 COMPUTER DIGITAL DATA 
CG 1503 IMU +28 VDC OPERATE 
CG 5000 PIPA FAIL 
CG 5001 IMU FAIL 
CG 2110 l GA TORQ,UE MOTOR IMPUT 
CG 2112 lGA lX RESOLVER OUT SINE IN PHASE 
CG 2113 l GA lX RESOLVER OUT COS IN PHASE 
CG 2142 MGA lX RESOLVER OUT SINE IN PHASE 
CG 2143 MGA lX RESOLVER OUT COS IN PHASE 
CG 2172 OGA lX RESOLVER OUT SINE IN PHASE 
CG 2173 OGA lX RESOLVER OUT COS IN PHASE 
CG 211 7 lGA SERVO ERROR IN PHASE 
CG 2140 MGA TORQ.UE MOTOR INPUT 
CG 2147 MGA SERVO ERROR IN PHASE 
CG 21 70 OGA TORQ.UE MOTOR INPUT 
CG 21 77 OGA SERVO ERROR IN PHASE 
CG 2206 lGA CDU lX RES . ERROR IN PHASE 
CG 2236 MGA CDU lX RES . ERROR IN PHASE 
CG 2266 OGA CDU lX RES . ERROR IN PHASE 
IMU Operations Check © 
SDIPTOIS 
PIIOl!LlJI SUSP!CTZD 
Ill OH ICDU LOOP 
l. CllU PAil. Ll&HT (II. 
2. ~PlllIAff 
l!RIICal'.BllllUSIIIOH 
Aff . lllUl CJl 11:al'!al. 
~ 
l. IIIJ IIIISOLVJR 1'11081.111 
2. coo lllIB 
J. CllU l!IICODl'Jl 
4. COO IIIICOD!R Cl! .ICC 
5. C:00-SCS IIITZIIPACX 
6. ACC-CDO IIIT!RFACE 
7 • .ICC 
) 








TROOIIL&SIIXmJIC PROCEDORJ:S calCLUSICJIS 
V37EOOE 
AME - MONITOR 
COMMAND ICDU ZERO ENCODE (V40N20E) i•5 
CALL ICDU ANGLES (VJ.6N20E) ----DID THE DSKY DISPLAYS NO CDU DRIVE PROBLEM I© 
:~~ :~ ~~~;~~goHr ~:'RO c;G::.:O:....=T..::cO-'ZE= R"'O ____ _. 
VERIFY ISS FINE ALIGN LIGHT ON 
,® 
ro 
C.lLL ICDU DISPLlI Ill DSIJ 
(n61120f. IS CllU YAWS SoUIB 
AS DSll' DI!'PLlI 
T1S 
ARI: Y.lWIS AT Jill SDIIIOL 
OW PDA.I ,;::;:;: TO DSIT VAW&S 
YES 
NO 
rni ..J IS THE mu rorAL I ns • I GO TO IMU OPERATIONS 
lff. aw. 111rmc pHECK ( P. 27) 
IO 
IS A DSn DIS~ TIS • 1 CDO IIIIOODIBl'IIOIIUII I® 
10 
I® CllU IICODIR OR .ICC l'IIOIIUII 
IC' CDU DRIVE OR I@ FDA! PROBLEM 
10 ~Ill'l'lllACE ICD (Pm:H - lill OR 1 
Pll!D Rl50LY!R) 
l. QClll4IID OH Aff carJ'IIOL (YI.U) 
2 . V33EEEE 
CllU IIIIYK ,o CCIIIUDl'Jl I NO 
l!llu:s (o, o, o) ARI: CIJO'• DRI1'DC? (C<IITIIIOOUSLI) 1
10 
• I =/CDO IIIT!RFACX l'IIOIIUII I CD 
ns ns 
TIS, StSTDCS LOmS GOOD 
~~OSI ICD 
,o s,op COO 111IY1 
(V37EOOE) 
PR EPARED BY 1 FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE, 
Jan 27, 1967 
,,,-2_ 
MSC Fol ■ 460 ( Riv Dae 66) 
COIUIICTIYE ACTIO&S 
1 Attitude error indicator abnormal. 
No auto G&N modes available . 
IMU useful as an attitude reference only . 
2 No auto G&N modes available . 
!MU useful as an attitude reference only. 
IIISSICJI SUPl'ORT TII POIJITS 
CG 150)1 IIIJ <28 YDC OPIIRATZ 
CG 500ll IIIJ PAIL 
CG 50021 CDO PAIL 
CG 5006G IIIJ Tlll!P . Ll&HT 
CH 01001 Cr4 6 Y lllDB C<llffllL 
CH OlOll Cr4 AfffflJDE lllDE CCJl1llOL 
CH 01021 Cr4 IIIITKI' lllDE O<IITJl)L 
CH 010)1 llllll'!OR lllDB C<llffllL 
CH 11001 SCS 6 Y lllDB C<llffllL 
CH UOll SCS Affffllll! lllDB camtOL 
CH 11021 SCS llffllr lllDE <XlffliOL 
CH 110)1. SCS LOCAL Yll!fICAL. lllDB camrJL 
CH 11041'. IITYC lllDE <XlffllQI-
CG 0001 CCIO'UTIII DilllTAL DATA 
CG 2)()2C IIIJ HUTZII CIJIIIIIIIT 
CG 2)0JC DID IILlllllll CUUIIIIT 
CO 2ll2H lGl ll RISOLYIII OUT. SIIIB Ill Plll.U 
CG 2ll)H lGl ll R!S . OUTPUT . COS. Ill PlllSK 
CO 2142H !Ill ll R!S. OUTPUT SIIIB Ill PIIASB 
CO 214JH Jill ll R!S. OUTPUT COS Ill PIIASB 
CG 2172H OGl ll RIS. OOTPUT SIIIB D PIIASB 
CG 2l 7JH OGl ll R!S. OOTPUT COS Ill PIIASK 
CG Zl06Y lGl CDU ll HES. IIIUICII Ill PILlSZ 
CO 22)6Y !Ill CDO ll R!S . l!lllDI D PIIASE 
CG 2266Y OGl CDO ll R!S. IIIUICII D PIIASE 
OH ICDU 1-p Cb .. k ® 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANOBOO! 
QlL_ _ _l_RE__v_ Fil!_a1 
SECTION9 . l.l.l I••·· 10 
SYSPECTED AGC 
PROBLEM 
SYMPl'OMS TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES 
AGC POWER FAIL LIGHT 
IS AGC POWER FAIL' YES IS ALWAYS ON IN STANDBY • I IS DSKY 
LIGHT ON IN LEB? OPERABLE? 
NO 
IS THE COMP 
FAIL LIGHT ON? 
NO 










VERIFY THAT REFSMMAT , 
T EPHEMERIS, AND THE 
STATE VECTOR GOOD BY 
COMMANDING AGC TO 
COMPUTE ORBITAL 
PARAMETERS ( V37EOOE , 
v64.E. 
ORBI TAL PARAMETERS 
NOT CORREC,.T ____ ....1.... ____ ___, 
YES 
NO 




1 AGC FAILURE I CD 
1 
FAILURE DETECTION I '2' 
CIRCUIT PROBLEM \:;,/ 
GO TO AGC FAIL 
INDICATOR CHECJ{S_ 







(c/L P- 9-23 ) AND OBTAIN 
NEWT EPHEMERIS AND 
STATE VECTOR; 









PERFORM AGC SELF CHECK t----------------.-.1 
(C/ L P. 9- 15) 




INFORM GROUND IG) OF AGC STATUS 
OBSERVE OTHER DSKY IS ONE DSKY YES .. I PERFORM DSKY TEST I 
DISPLAY (C/ L P - 9- 15 t-------------- i IF NECESSARY ABNORMAL 
NO 
AGC G&N MODING 
APPEAR INCORREC 
PERFORM C RELAY TEST 
( C/ L P , 9- 14) PROBLEM 
NOTED 
Fll GHT CREI SUPPORT O IYISION 
Jan 27 , 1967 
MODE SYSTEM MANUALLY, 
IF POSSIBLE -
CHECK WITH GROUND 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANOBOOl 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
012 l•EV FI NAL 










LAUNCH - NO ACTION UNTIL SAFE 
ORBIT INJECTION 
ALL OTHER 
PHASES - AGC INOPERABLE 
LAUNCH - NO ACTION UNTIL SAFE 
ORBIT INJECTION 
ALL OTHER 
PHASES - NO IMPACT 
COMPUTER APPEARS UNREALIABLE -
USE WITH CAUTION 
COMPUTER APPEARS UNREALIABLE FOR 
MISSION TASKS 
AGC OK - NO MISSION IMPACT 
ALL PHASES - COMPUTER APPEARS 
UNREALIABLE 
PERFORM BACKUP MISSION AS 
DIRECTED BY MCC/ MSC 
MISSION SUPPORT TM POINTS 
CG 0001 COMPUTER DIGITAL DATA 
CG 5030 COMPUTER FAIL LIGHT 









r. IUPf LOCI 
2.. 1C TB.lP 
1. 'lN PAIL 
RESTART IS 
GENERATED 
~ 5MOO!'IIC ~ 
PUSS li1lRCM RESET l FilL U9ffT ON 
1.ULL.Iq~QUT 
fil~L!Clff 
AGC PROst.o.: i© 
(IOTE CXCllUWICI) 
AGC PROBLlJt PROCEED 
carTIXUOOS I® PARITY POSSUL&, CALL p..oo ca nu )6. (111ss1<11 
PK'51NilJIOT WDI' 
1111s) J .uau:ss OY PWn VCllD nuro I . I 
l. P!11CD1 ACC SEL1CHBCl I l,C,C PllOS 
(CIL fl, ~.-1.s') 
.,,. I@ 
3. tlETDIKID BUil Wl'TM 
PW.ff PI\08Ulll 
4. mt'IINlD ADallSS OF 
vcaDWI'TMPilln 
OBWIAUIN 






1. sc.u.aa PilL I • l,uss a.am usrl WL LICHT oor I .. , I 









FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION 













NORTH AM<IUCAN AV0AT0ON , 0NC. (I) .,...,._ ,N..,.....fl0N9YOTSM8°'V'"'°" 
C<IWI:TIVE .lCTHWS 
US! C<MP\Jflll Wlnt CAl71'ION 
SCJII LOSS OP CAP4.BILIT? 
CHIClGROlWD 
C0IIPlml WIT 
IO UP ca toMLDl AYillr 
ABU 11.Cll AOC. US YOlCI 
COCRDIJ.AnCII 
IU.IUAL UP1CW) IICISSilT 
IO UP <JI DClflLia: AY.Ulr 
A.BL& PllCll &DC. US& YOICI 
COCllDIUnCII 
PIOBABLI LOSS o, l"LlTP'ODI 
rm WCI AID IUIGATIOI 
c.u'illLlTY 
PIO&Ull.l LOSS 0, GM 
ATTITUIS CmnoL 
&lD 01 QUISTIQU.BU: 
ACCZLIR<JCITlll DlTA 
APOLLO OPERA! IONS HANOIOOl 
012 l•EV FINAL 
SECTION 9 . 1.1.l I••·· 12 
N.lSSION_ SUPPORT 'DI POiffl 
CC 5020 ACC ALUIN l (fll(I.IAIC) 
C:C SOZl AGC lLlat 2 (AGC ACTIYl'rt) 
IXi S0:Z2 &CC ALUIN l ('I'll 
C:C ~ AGC il.lJDl 4 (..00 . Cl&. PAil.) 
C:C 5024 AGC ALA.al S (5Cilil PW.) 
00 S02S AGC A.JAIN 6 (P,UITI P.lll. ) 
C:C ~ ACC A.UBI 7 (COUlft"lll PUL) 
CG,oJ81GCALAaf9(11m'.UICI) 
00 5029 ACC l1ilN lO(TC TIU) 
CG OOOl COCPUTII DICIUL DlTA 
CXl lllO 2.S me BUS 
I/JC Pall Ind1ca\or Cbeob 
@ 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9. 1. 1. 2 
SGS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPrOM 
FDAI BALL DOESN'T CORRESPOND TO INPUT 
ERROR NEEDLE AT NULL AND NOT MOVING 
ERROR NEEDLE DIVERGING AND OSCILLATING 
ERROR NEEDLE STEADY DEFLECTION OUT OF DEADBAND 
RATE NEEDLE STEADY OR INCREASING DEFLECTION 
RATE NEEDLE REMAINS AT ZERO 
OSCILLATING RATE NEEDLE 
/lV COUNTER DRIFTS 
RUNAWAY /:lV COUNTER 
/l V COUNTER MOVES AT ONE SPEED ONLY 
llV COUNTER IS ERRATIC OR ONE-WAY ONLY 
llV COUNTER FAILS TO START COUNTING 
THRUST FAILS TO CUT- OFF 
THRUST PREMATURELY CUTS- OFF 
THRUST FAILS TO INITIATE 
GPI HARDOVER 
GPI NO RESPONSE 





















PREPARED BY• :...,_r?;:',,(;.1 I FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
,,f'/f I OATE 1 
I 
Jan 27 , 1967 
WAS A IS THERE IS THE 
SYMPI'OM A I FDAI BALL DOESN ' T I ,.,, MANEU:VER EXTERNAL SPS I • Proc 2 3 
CORRESPOND TO INPUT 1-----;,i COMMANIJ? YES MOTION? YES THRUSTING? YES STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
012 ••vFINAL 






NO Proc 22 NO 
ARE THE RATE YES Proc ) Proc 3 
NEEDLES AT 
NULL? , Proc 12 
NO 
IS THE WAS A IS THERE 
WAS THE I 
1 
ERROR NEEDLE AT NULL ~1 ATT SET MANEUVER , EXTERNAL MANEUVER 





I COMMANIJ A IS THE Proc 2 









OUT OF DEADBAND 







ARE THE RATE 
IS IT A MONITOR I JNEEDLES AT I 




G & N 




I S THE FDAI BALL 
AT THE ORIGINAL 
ATTITUDE? 
EXTERNAL MOTION? MANEUVER 




TO BE EXPECTED 
Proc 22 
NO 
IIS THERE F Proc 10 ~ WAS A G & N I YES 
NO COMMANDED? NO Proc 2 
CHECK ERROR I ERROR J 
DISPLAY DISPLAY 








SCS CHANNEL SWS (4) - OFF! ~ Proc 12 
V 70 E . !ES 
RATE NEEDLE STEADY 
OR INCREASING 
DEFLECTION 
WAS A ~ I IS IT A 
MANEUVER ~ 1, V t-:=---------------------)1 WAS IT A 
COMMANDED? ~ Proc 12 MANEUVER NO DIRECT MAN? I NO 









IS THE MANEUVER 




B "-~ IL SCS CHANNEL SWS - OFF ROLL YES Proc 8 2 . DIRECT RCS - ~ - I YES AXIS 3 . NULL RATES 
ERROR Proc 23 4 . THC - NEUTRAL 
I NO NEEDLE? NO 5. SCS CHANNEL SWS - ~ 




SCS CHANNEL SWS (4) - ~ 
DO RATES BUILD UP? 
RHC - NEU~ Proc 12 
DO RATES BUILD 
UF? NO Proc 21 
~ P,:oc 12 

















RATE NEEDLE REMAINS 
AT ZERO 1----------'>t 
YES IS THE ERROR NEEDLE H WAS A 1--~--- IS THERE EXTERNALl------,i ~:R 
DIVERGING AND MANEUVER YES MOTION? NO WITH DIRECT 
OSCILLATING? COMMAND? CONTROL 1--N-_O __ __,, 
YES 
YES NO 






& DIVERGING • Proc 20 
NEEDLES I OSCILLATING 
DOING? ABOUT DEADBAND 
A V COUNTER! 1 Proc 5 - A 
DRIFTS 
I RUNAWAY I 1 Proc 5 - B 
AV COUNTER 
AV-COUNTER 
MOVES AT ONE 
SPEED ONLY 
t---- Proc 5 - C 
4V COUNTER 
IS ERRATIC OR 1---- Proc 5 - D 
ONE- WAY ONLY 
A V COUNTER 
FAILS TO START 
COUNTING 
Pr oc 5 - E 
THRUST FAILS 
TO CUT- OFF 




Proc 6 - B 
THRUST FAILS 
TO INITIATE 
1---- Proc 6 - C 
I ~DOVER I ) Proc 2 3 
I GPI NO RESPONSE >-----Pr oc 23 
FDAI LIGHTING 
WON I T ADJUST <----- Proc 4 
Proc l 2 
REMARKS 
1. ALSO CONSIDERS ECO AT IGNITION 
-P REPARED BY,- ~,-i· FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
, , ,. DATE, STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
J an 27 , 1967 t,1_4LFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
Proc 21 
Proc 22 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANO BOO~ 
s; c 012 l•ev FINAL 
SE CT I ON 9 . 1. 1. 2 ( PAGE 3 
scs 1 
scs 2 
cu FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION 
. .,~, .... _,_ 
J an 27, 1967 
PROCEDURE 
1. FDAI SELF TEST - ON I ONE RATE NEEDLE ➔ RATE DISPLAY I 1 
2 . FDAI SELF TEST - OFF AT NULL OR HARDOVER LOOP FAIL 
3 • DO THE RATE NEEDLES 
RESPOND? ALL RATE NEEDLES DISPLAY ECA I :I. 







SELF TEST SW 
FAILURE 
I ALL RATE NEEDLES DEFECT ~ RATE GYRO I J 
4/5 SCALE R-Y RIGHT, P UP FAILURE 
G&N/S CS - SCS 
AME - ATTITUDE 
ATT SET - ON 
ROTATE ATT SET 
DIALS 
ATT SET - OFF 
ATT ERROR NEEDLES 
RESPONSE? 
I NO RESPONSE IN ~ ATT SET 
ANY AXIS SW FAILED 
f RESPONSE CORRECT IN ~ G&N MODE 
ALL AXIS ORIGINALLY, 
NO RESPONSE 
IN ONE AXIS 
) 
1. FDAI ALIGN PB - PRESS 
2 . ATT ERROR NEEDLES & 
BALL RESPOND CORRECTLY, 
G&N ATTITUDE I 2 J G&N 
ERROR DRIVE FAIL i----'I MALF 
TO BE EXPECTED 
CK IS -VALID 
ATTITUDE ERROR 
I YES ~ DISPLAY FAIL I 
THAT AXIS 
I NO ~ ATTITUDE SET 
INPUT FAIL 
) 
APOLLO OPER~TIONS HANOIOOl 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
s;c 012 l••v FINAL 
SE CTI ON9 . l.1.2 (P AGE 4 
REMARKS 
1. LAUNCH: NO ACTION 
BALL, ATTITUDE 
ERROR INDICATORS, AND PHYSICAL SENSES ARE 
AVAILABLE AS BACKUP RATE CUES . USE DISPLAY 
SELF CHECK AFTER INJECTION . 
MIDCOURSE, A 'l' S & ENTRY : 
BALL OR EXTERNAL REFERENCES , ATTI TUDE ERROR 
INDICATORS, AND/OR PHYSICAL SENSES ARE 
AVAILABLE AS BACKUP RATE CUES . DISREGARD 
RATE DISPLAY IN AFFECTED AXIS . 
2 . ALL PHASES : DISPLAY SELF TEST FUNCTION IS 
LOST . USE CROSS CHECK OF BALL OR EXTERNAL 
REFERENCES, ATTITUDE ERROR INDICATORS, 
AND/OR PHYSICAL SENSES FOR CORRECT RATE 
CONTROL RESPONSE FOR REMAINDER OF MISSION . 
IF TRANSFORMER FAILED GPI DISPLAY WILL NOT 
FUNCTION PROPERLY . 
3 . TBD 
1. 
2 . 
ALL PHASES : ATTITUDE SET FUNCTION LOST . 
FDAI ALIGN STILL FUNCTIONAL . 
LAUNCH : NO ACTION 
_ BALL , RATE DISPLAYS , 
AND PHYSICAL SENSES ARE AVAILABLE AS BACKUP 
CUES . USE ATTITUDE ERROR INDICATOR CHECK 
AFTER INJECTION . 
MIDCOURSE, A i ' S , AND PRE O. 05G ENTRY : BALL 
OR EXTERNAL REFERENCES, RATE DISPLAYS, 
AND/OR PHYSICAL SENSES ARE ALL AVAILABLE 
AS BACKUP ATTITUDE ERROR CUES. DISREGARD 
ATTITUDE ERROR INDICATION IN AFFECTED AXIS . 
POST 0 , 05G: ROLL COMMAND ANGLE (fJ ) WILL 
BE DISPLAYED IN Rl AS LONG AS THE Vl6N7 1 
DISPLAY IS PRESENT . PITCH AND YAW ATTITUDE 
ERRORS NO LONGER ARE REQUIRED . 
3 . ALL PHASES : SAME AS 2 EXCEPT BOTH G&N AND 
SCS ATTITUDE ERROR DISPLAY ARE LOST. 
4. ALL PHASES : ATTITUDE SET FUNCTION LOST. 
FDAI ALIGN LOST . G&N ATTITUDE ERROR 




BALL FIXED OR 
1. ARREST SC MOTION ALIGNS INCORRECTLY 
IF APPROPRIATE 1. SELECT FOO 
2 . G&N/ SCS- SCS AND ATT ERROR NOT NULLED 2 . G&N/SCS- G&N 
3 . AME- ATTITUDE IN ONE OR ALL AXES 3. KEY Vl6N20E 
4 . ATT SET DIALS- 4 . MONITOR DSKY 
RO P32 YO" DISPLAY OF IMU 
5 . FDAI ALIGN- PRESS I 
ANGLES 
6 . FDAI BALL RO 5 . BALL MOVES TO 
P32 YO ON IMU ANGLES 
7 . PLACE ATT SET 
SW ON 
t BALL ALIGNS INCORRECTLY 
AND ATT ERROR NULLED 
1. SELECT FOO 
2 . G&N/SCS-G&N 
3 . KEY Vl6N20E 
BALL ALIGNS CORRECTLY 4. MONITOR DSKY 
DISPLAY OF 
AND ATT ERROR NULLS IMO ANGLES 
5 . BALL MOVES 
TO IMU ANGLES 
6 . CHECK cDu ' s 
FOR FINE ISS 
FOLLOWING . 
*THESE VALUES OR THE VALUES FOR THE NEXT MANEUVER MAY BE USED. 
r'REPAR ED BY I fil_ 
AGCU ELECT 1 
YES FAIL 
SERVO ELECT 2 





CDU 1 S G&N BALL 3 
FOLLOW DRIVE FAIL 
CDU ' S DON ' T ICDU FAILURE 




FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE, Jan 27 , 1967 
REMARKS 
GENERAL FOR LAUNCH PHASE : NO ACTION IF BALL 
DRIVE IS INCONSISTENT . USE OTHER CUES AND 
PERFORM TROUBLESHOOTING FOLLOWING INJECTION 
INTO ORBIT . 
1 MIDCOURSE & V' S : USE G&N MODES FOR BALL 
DISPLAY OR DSKY CALLUP (V16N20E) WHEN SCS 
MODES ARE NEEDED . SCS ATTITUDE DISPLAY IS 
LOST FOR THE REST OF THE MISSION . 
ENTRY : USE G&N ENTRY MODE AND DISPLAY AS 
PRIMARY PATH . VISUAL "OUT- THE- WINDOW" 
ORIENTATION IS AVAILABLE UNTIL POST . 05G 
ROLLING ENTRY IS FINAL BACKUP . 
2 MIDCOURSE & V1 S : USE DSKY DISPLAY (V16N20E) 
FOR TOTAL ATTITUDE INDICATION OR READ CDU I s 
AT LEB . 
ENTRY: NORMAL ENTRY EXCEPT NO TOTAL ATTITUDE 
BALL . 
SAME AS 1 EXCEPT THAT THE AGCU DRIVEN BALL 
DISPLAY IS AVAILABLE AS A RELATIVE INDICATOR 
IF THE LOSS OF RESET CAPABILITY DOES NOT 
MAKE THE MENTAL COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 
PROBLEM TOO DIFFICULT . 
4 MIDCOURSE : USE SCS MODES FOR BALL DISPLAY OR 
DSKY CALLUP (V16N20E) . G&N TOTAL ATTITUDE 
DISPLAY IS LOST BUT ALL G&N MODES MAY STILL BE 
USED WITHOUT TOTAL ATTITUDE FUNCTIONAL . 
v ' s : EITHER G&N OR scs v ' s MAY BE PER-
FORMED BUT THE TAKE OVER ATTITUDE REFERENCE 
MUST BE THE EXTERNAL REFERENCE SUPPLIED BY 
MSFN . 
ENTRY: G&N MANUAL ENTRY IS POSSIBLE BY USING 
PROCEED (V33E) AT THE G&N ENTRY MODE SELECT 
POINT . AN SCS BALL WITH DSKY DISPLAY OF 
PROGRAMS 61- 67 WOULD BE USED OR ANY OF THE 
OTHER BACKUP MODES . 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALF\lliCTION PROCEDURES 
APOLLO OPE RAT I OHS HANOIOOl 
s,co12 jAEv FIN AL 
SECTION l_;l . l . 1 . 2 IP AGE 
scs 4 PROCEDURES 
1. CB ' s SCS 
GROUP 2 I FDAI ILLUM- l 
ACl CLOSE~ 
INATION 
2 . FDAI LTG . l ADJUSTS ? I 
SW - AC2 . 
NO 
1. G&N/SCS- SCS 
2 . V SW - V 
3. FDAI LTG . 
SW - AC 1. 




5. TVC - 1- ACl 




8 . THRUST PB-
PRESS 














FDAI LTG . & 
THRUST PB 
XFORMER FAIL 
!_;L. FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE' Jan 27 , 1967 
REMARKS 
ALL PHASES : ADJUST FLOODLIGHTING FOR B,JST 
ILLUMINATION AND CONTINUE WITH MISSION . 
2 ALL PHASES : USE AC - 2 SWITCH POSITION FOR 
FDAI LIGHTING SWITCH . REVERSE THE TVC 
SWITCHING CONVENTION FOR V' S , i. e . , 
SC S POWER - AC 2 
RATE GYROS - AC2 
TVC - 1 - AC2 
BMAG 1 s - ACl 
ROTATION CONTROL - ACl 
TVC- 2 - ACl 
G&N LIGHTING - AC2 
SPS GUAGING - AC2 
3 ALL PHASES : ADJUST FLOODLIGHTING FOR BEST 
ILLUMINATION . THRUST ON LIGHT CHECKS NO 
LONGER POSSIBLE . CONTINUE WITH MISSION . 




I YES I RESEI' /J V 
1. TVC 1 PvlR - OFF " COUNTER 
2 . TVC 1 PvlR - ACl MN A 
3. OOES V COUNTER 
STOP DRIFTING I N 
INHIBIT CKT 
LATCH OP FAIL 
ACCELEROMETER I 2 
_____ ., LOOP OR AV 
SE!' SW FAIL 
OPEN POT OR I 3 
C .I 3AD CONT ACT 
ON l!V SET 
SW 
t,V COUNTER I + 
D J ELECTRONICS 
DRIVE FAIL 
DIRECT ULLAGE -I IS TBRUSTING ~ PUSH (MOMENTARILY) 






NO DISCREI'E I S 
FROM THC 
PRE P ARED 8Y1 CZif! FLIOHT CREI SUPPORT OIYISION 
DATE 'Jan 27 , 1967 
1 . USE G&N FCR THRUST MAGNITUDE CONTROL 
2 . USE G&N CONTRO LLED BURNS 
3. USE OTHER THREE DRIVE SPEEDS TO GE!' PROF-ER 
COUNTER SETTING 
4 . USE G&N CONTROLLED BURNS 
5 . NEXT BURN ULLAGE WITH OTHER THC 
6 . USE G&N CONTROLLED BURNS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
APOLLO UPt.NAI IONi HANUIDOK 
5 /C 012 1 .. , FINAL 
SE CTION 2_ . 1. 1. 2 ! PAGE 
scs 6 
FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION APOLLO OPERATIONS HAIIDIDOI 
;~ C:/1' I DATE, Jan 27 , 1967 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
s1co12 REV FINAL 
SECT I ON ';/ . l.1.2 (PA GE 8 
a 
, IS V 50 N 11 
WAS AGC YES "LASHING 
THRUST CONTROL sw -J •I ~ONTROLLING BURN Ji-u:..c__ __ (in SEC AFTER SHUTDOWN ) 
°'' ,.,,,_, fo 
YES 
G&N MALFUNCTION. 
AGC DID NOT 
SEND ENGINE 
OFF DISCRETE. 
NO IS THRUST ON LT I I FAILURE IN G&N 
I ON? YES I PORTION OF SPS 
THRUST CONTROL 
0 
S THRUST ON Li NO !THRUST ON DRIVER I 2 
ON? ) ◊R LIGIC FAILED ON 
I' ' J:,. ; YES I scs "'"' °''°'' ~ " J SW FAILURE 
'--------"'ll Proc 5 - E 
1 , ON. Es ,c~ " --"L-1 ~" , I ES 
NO i_;_r _i _r_s_; _: _;:-:-~-s-~s-u:_:_E_/ l 
START ULLAGE 
FCSM G&N- OVERRIDE/RE':'ET 
FCSM G&N - G&N 
IF V50 t1 11 IS FLASHING 




FAILURE IN SCS I 7. 
THRUST CONTROL 
. ___ LOGIC . __ . 
• IF V 50 N 11 l::i ------------- -------~ 
El ASHING PRESS .ENT R 
CK . FOR PROGRAl1 _ __ - I YES -==-=~~~-~ )I G&N MALFUNCTION I 
..__ ___ ......., ALARMS OR ERROR "" .I THRUST ON PB - ,S • 
CODES - . ·-~uP_.R,._fS...._s ____ __,! 
.. IS V 5'1 N ll 
: -~ -- ,~FLASHING? ___ . 
~ AV, - . 
- ·---· I G&:1:1.rl 
IS THR~ . THRUST ON PB ·-
LT ON? NO • iffl~ION OCCUR 
NO 
YES 
. DIRECT trr.LAG1 _NQ_ PB- PRESS -
. 'l' LMOHF.NTARIL J 
YES JI NO ULLAGl!: .iGNI TION 
~ ? - - DISCRETE FROM THC 
NO 





~~~iLigNTROL 1 5 
) 
1. USE SCS THRUST CONTROL 
2 . USE DIRECT ON/OFF OF THRUST CONTROL 
SW FOR SUBSEQUENT BURNS . 
3. USE G&N TO CONTROL BURN OR DIRECT 
I 
ON/01''F OF THRU!::':' -r,·:':'ROL SW FOR 
SUBSEQUENT BURNS . 
4. USE DIRECT ON/OFF OF THRUST CONTROL 
SW FOR SUBSEQUENT BURNS 
5. SPS NON- OPERATIONAL 
•J . G&N THRUST ~-:iNTROL LOGIC FAILURE, USE 
SCS FOR SUBSEQUENT BURNS • 









TVC #2 CHECK MTVC CHECK 
TVC #1 SWITCH - AC #1 1. V SWITCH - ON 
2. ROTATE TRANSLATION CONTROL CE 
1. 
2. 
TVC #1 CHECK 
GIMBAL MOTORS PITCH #2 & 
YAW #2 - OFF 
) 
TVC #2 SWITCH - AC #2 
START PITCH #2 GIMBAL MOTOR 3. ROTATE ROTATION CONTROL POSITIVE 
GIMBAL MOTORS PITCH #1 -
START/ON 
START YAW #2 GIMBAL MOTOR 
CHANGE PITCH TRIM POSITIVE 4 . 
THEN NEGATIVE 
CHANGE YAW TRIM POSITIVE 5. 
THEN NEGATIVE 6. 
GPI MOVEMENT 
FOLWWS TRIM 
AND RC COMMANDS 
PERFORM AT SELECTION 
TVC # 2 CHECK 
1--
GPI MOVEMENT AWAY 
FROM TRIM 
NO GPI MOVEMENT 
WITH RC COMMANDS 
THEN NEG . IN PITCH 3. 
ROTATE ROTATION CONTROL POSITIVE 4. 
GIMBAL MOTORS YAW #1 - START/ON 
t.V sw - ON 
THEN NEG . IN YAW 5. Verify C&M GIMBAL FAIL LT OFF 
CHANGE PITCH TRIM POSITIVE 
THEN NEGATIVE 
6 V SWITCH - OFF 6 . 
RETURN TRANSLATION CONTROL TO 
CENTER 7 , CHANGE YAW TRIM POSITIVE THEN 
NEGATIVE 
CPI MOVEMENT FOLLOWS I TRIM AND RC COMMANDS PERFORM TVC #1 CHECK 
PERFORM MTVC CHECK 
GPI MO~ AWAY 1"Df\M ""'™ 
AT SELECTION 
NO GPI MOVEMENT 
WITH RC COMMANDS 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLWWS 
ROTATION CONTROL 
~ PERFORM MTVC CHECK 
GPI MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TRIM 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLWWS 
PERFORM 
ROTATION CONTROL TVC #1 CHECK PERFORM MTVC CHECK 
NO GPI MOVEMENT 
FOR RC INPUTS 
PERFORM TVC #1 CHECK 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLLOWS TRIM AND 
I NORMAL OPERATION ! C&W GIMBAL FAIL LIGHT OFF 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLLOWS TRIM AND 'j GIMBAL #1 FAIL .I' C&W GIMBAL FAIL LIGHT ON 
GPI MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TRIM 
-I #1 CLUTCH FAIL 12 
NO GPI MOVEMENT AND C&W I TVC #1 AUTO FAIL IJ GIMBAL FAIL LIGHT ON 
, : MTVC TRIM FAIL l 
~ MTVC FAIL i6 
·: TVC TRIM FAIL 1' 
-: #2 CLUTCH FAIL 17 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLLOWS TRIM i AUTO TRANSFER FAIL i8 
NO GPI MOVEMENT 
-: TVC AUTO INPUT FAIL I, 
GPI MOVEMENT FOLWWS TRIM I TRANSFER RELAY FAIL OR I 
I TVC #2 FAIL 
I NO TELEMETRY 
TELEMETRY CHECK 
TELEMETRY MOVEMENT FOLLOWS TRIM 
1 
GPI FAIL 
OR ROTATION CONTROL IN TVC #1 , 
MOVEMENT 
MTVC , & TVC #2 CHECKS 
VERIFY GIMBAL MOVEMENT 
BY TELEMETRY AND VOICE 
COMMUNICATIONS NO TELEMETRY MOVEMENT 
I" 
I ACTUATOR FAIL I 
I APOLLO OPERATIONS HANOIOOl -P'R E,AR EO IY1 r:,r-A / I FLl8HT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION I 
K 'd lL OAT E1 I STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 1s,co12 I••• FINAL Jan 27 , 1967 MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES I SE er, •• 9 . 1. 1. 2 ,,.. , 9 ~J ' I 
,s 
SQS 8 
SCS CHANNEL ROLL ( 2) - OFF 1. 
.I CONTINUE WITH ' 2 . DIRECT RCS - ON YES 
3. MANUALLY CONTROL ROLL ATTITUDE 1 THE SPS BURN I 
4 . IS THE VEHICLE STABLE? 
NO 
PRE PARED av, FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT DIVISION 
'ii' 
DATE , 
Jan 27, 1967 
PROCEDURE 
1 . THRUST CONTROL SW - OFF 
2 . SELECT SCS ATT HOLD 
EXCEPT: LIMIT CYCLE - OFF 
3 . MONITOR FOR OTHER SYMPTOMS 
STABILIZATION AND CONTR'.lL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
REMARKS 
APOLLO OPE RAT I OH S HANOIOOI 
,,co12 l•<v FmAL 
SECT I ON 9 . 1.1.2 jPAGE 10 
PREPARED BY, ·t>a: I FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
-----11~4,,;:..;'·=-----I DATE, Jan 27 , 1967 
1. THE VEHICLE DRIFTS 
OUT OF THE ATTITUDE 
DEADBAND IN ONE AXIS 
)'ES 
CHECK ATTITUDE ERROR 1,.l _;:0 ____ _ 
HEEDLES AT NULL? 
2 . 





GJ . ..,&j~ 
MAJ .FUNCTION 
PROCEDURES 
2 . SCS - RCS CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
IN THE AFFECTED AXIS ·· 
CLOSED 
NO fJ ET SOLENOID 
ti DRIVER 12 
3. NULL EllliOit NECDLES 
4 . THC - NEUTRAL 
5. D(,!ES THF VEHICLE DRIFT 
OUT 0~, THE DEADBAND? 
YFS f , AmmTmT"n f .N 
__ -_·o 
.. . ,u u .cuDE I MPULSE 
u.;ING PROPORTIONAJ. CONTR01 
CAN THE VEHICLE BE 
STABILIZED? 
YES 
l . G&N SCS TO OTHER MODE 
2 . DOES THE VEHICLE DRIFT 
OUT OF THE DEADBAND -: 
YES 
ENABLE ON 
2 . EXERCISE IMPULl::E 
CONTROLLER 
3, DOES VEHICLE 
h.."'.SPOIID: 
I NO J WAS -~-i!l. OlUGINAl 


























l BMAG OPEN . 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
11 
ALL OTHER PHASES - SCS AUTO . CONTROL LOST IN ONE AXIS . 
G&N , DIRECT & PROPORTIONAL CONTROL ALL 
REMAIN . SCS V, MTVC ( IF FAILURE I N 
PITCH OR YAW ) & SGS ATTITUDE ARE LOST . 
2 . DRI VER OPEN : 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE & v•s - USE OPPOSITE JEI' PAIR FOR SINGLE JEI' 
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND/ OR TRANSLATIONS 
(ROLL FAILURES FAIL 1/ 2 OR Y OR Z 
± OR - CONTROL ) 
ENTRY - Sill UP FOR EITHER AN "A" OR "B" AUTO ENTRY DE-
PENDING ON WHETHER OR NOT THE FAILED DRIVER IS IN 
"B" OR "A" (IGNORE I F IT WAS AN A&C ROLL DRIVER) 
3. SWITCHING AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER PHASES - AUTO ATTITUDE, RATE , AND PROPORTIONAL 
RATE CONTROL IS LOST IN THIS AXIS . 
DIRECT .:)ONTROL IS THE ONLY REMAINING 
RCS CONTROL PATH . 
4 . TOTAL ERROR AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER PHASES - AUTO ATTITUDE , RATE, AND PROPORTIONAL 
RATE CONTROL IS LOST IN THIS AXIS. 
DIRECT CONTROL IS THE ONLY REMAINING 
RCS CONTROL PATH OTHER THAN MINIMUM 
IMPULSE CONTROL. 
5. G&N ATTITUDE DEMODULATOR OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER PHASES - G&N AUTO CONTROL LOST IN ONE AXIS . 
DIRECT OR PROPORTIONAL CONTROL OF RCS 
REMAINS . SGS V OR MTVC FOR BURNS AND 
MANUAL G&N FOR ENTRY . SGS ATTITUDE FOR 
ATTITUDE HOLD . 
6 . SGS ATTITUDE DEMODULATOR OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER PHASES - SGS AUTO CONTROL . LOST IN ONE AXIS 
G&N, DIRECT , AND PROPORTIONAL CONTROL 
ALL REMAIN . SGS V ( I F FAILURE IS 
PITCH OR YAW ) AND SGS ATTITUDE ARE LOO:. 
7. ATTITUDE ERROR AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER PHASES - AUTO CONTROL FROM EITHER G&N OR SGS 
HOLD SIGNALS LOST IN THIS AXIS . 
DIRECT RCS CONTROL AND MINIMUM IMPULSE 
CONTROL ARE THE ONLY REMAINING RCS 
CONTROL PATHS FOR THE AFFECTED AXIS . 
USE MTVC IF PITCH OR YAW . 
REMARKS: See Page l}a 
SCS 12 (A) PROCEDURE 
11. scs CHANNEL (4 ) - OFF I mATE GYRO FAILURE 11 NO 1. DIRECT RCS - ON RATE NEED! E NOT A'l' mn r 
2 . ARE THE RATES INCREASING ?I 2 . NULL RATES ATTITUDE ERROR NEEnT.~ llARnOVRR• o"''"' "'"""''"" A'l' .,m, I mMAG LOOP FAILURE ,~ 
) . G&N/ SCS - SCS RATE NEED~ 
4 . AME- ATTITUDE AT NULL 
. J JET DRIVER FAILED ON 13 1. C/B SCS PITCH (YAW , ROLL) ONLY 1 c /B CAUSES RATE INCREASE 
MNA OR MNB- OPEN 
2 . ROT . CONT . PWR - OFF l • VERIFY LIMIT CYCLE-OFF 6 
) . THC - C. W. RATES INCREASE WITH 2 . SCS CHANNEL PITCH (YAW, NO J PSEUDO RATE FAILED I 
4 . SCS CHANNEL PITCH (YAW, ROLL (2) MORE THAN 1 C/B COMBINATION ROLL (2) - 0N/ OFF(STABILIZE 
- ON ( SCS CHANNEL PITCH ( YAW, s / c IF NECESSARY ) .... ~ 
ROLL (2) - 0FF AND STABILIZE S/ C ) • DO RATES INCREASE? 
1 . THC - NEUTRAL 1' 5- IF NECESSARY) 
REPEAT STEPS 1 AND 4 F·OR THE 2 . C/ B SCS GROUP 1 RATES INCREASE .I ONE TRANSLATION 
OTHER C/ B(s ) IN THE AFFECTED MN A- OPEN WITH ONLY ONE l CONTROL FAILED 
} • SCS CHANNEL PITCH C/B ON CHANNEL 
(YAW, ROLL (2)) - 0N 
INO RATE 
(scs CHANNEL PITCH 
INCREASE (YAW,ROLL (2)) - 0FF _,r 
AND STABILIZE s/c FAILURE IN 
YES 1. VERIFY C/B SCS PITCH (YAW, IF NECESSARY) RATES INCREASE.. CONTROL ELEC-
ROLL) MNA OR MNB- CLOSED 4. REPEAT STEPS 1 WITH BOTH C/ B TRONICS (RATE 
2 . ROT . CONT . PWR - AC2 THRU } FOR DEMODULATOR, RATE 
) · SCS CHANNEL PITCH (YAW , ROLL (2) GROUP 1 MN B C/B ERROR AMPLIFIER, 
- ON (scs CHANNEL PITCH (YAW ' 5. SCS PARTIAL PWR & TOTAL ERROR 
ROLL (2) - 0FF AND STABILIZE S/ C RATE GYRO TO NON- AMPLIFIER , OR 
IF NECESSARY) AFFECTED BUS SWITCHING AMP-
4. DID THE RATES INCREASE? LIFIER 
I = J ONE RHC FAILED ISOLATION 17 
·1 PROCEDURE T .B.D . 
~ l. AME- MONITOR , V1X, .J ATTITUDE ERROR AMPLIFIER FAILED ON I 
2 . THC- NEUTRAL 
... BMAG DEMODULATOR FAILED ON I' (scs CHANNEL PITCH ( YAW' -, WAS THE I ""'" 
ROLL (2) - OFF AND STAB- ORIGINAL r4 1 . SELECT FOO I 
ILIZE s ic IF NECESSARY) MODE SCS? 2 . ATT ERROR 
} • DID THE RATES INCREASE? NEEDLES AT NULL "" J: GO TO G&N MALF PROCEDURE I 
l YF.S 
1 . G&N/ SCS..f'.&N 
/0 
2 . AME- ATTITUDE YES ~ G&N ATT DEMOD FAILED I ) . SCS CHANNEL PITCH 
(YAW ,ROLL(2) ) - OFF 
AND STABILIZE s / c IF 
NECESSARY NO J GO TO G&N MALFUNCTION PROCEDURE I 
4 . DID RATES INCREASE? 
PREPARED 8Y 1 (~'. I FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION I I APOLLO OPERA II OHS HAND BODI 
" 1,~-. I OATE1 I STABILIZATION AND CONTROL l•tc 012 l•EV FINAL 
( CONTtNU!sD ON ,:'7 
Jan 27 , 1967 MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES ( SECTION 9 . 1.1.2 ! PAGE 12 
SCS - l :Z. B) 
SCS 12 (B) 
1 . VERIFY DIRECT RCS - OFF NO 
2 . ARE RATES INCREASING? 
YES 
IF DESIRED DIRECT 
RCS - ON AND STABILIZE RATES 
1 • C B SCS DIRECT CONT 
MNA & MNB - OPEN N 
2 . DO THE RATES INCREASE? 
1 . C/ B SCS GROUP 2 MNA & MNB -
OPEN 
2 . DO THE RATES INCREASE? 
s 
PREPAREo ii, t._ "Li,_" 
~ 
~ 
1. SCS CHANNEL ( 4 )- 0N 
2 . NULL RATES 
3. C/ B SCS DIRECT CONT MNA - OPEN 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT OIYISION 
DATE, Jan ·27 , 1967 
C/ B SCS DIRECT CONT MNB - OPEN 
C/B SCS DIRECT CONT MNA - CLOSED 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
.-------~11 
t-----N RHC #2 FAILED ON 
I ., (DIRECT) 
4 . DIRECT RCS - ON/OFF NO Ll. DID THE RATES INCREASE? r----------------------11 RHC 7/i FAILED ON 111 (DIRECT) 
1. SCS CHANNEL 4 - ON 
2 . NULL RATES 
3. C/ B SCS DIRECT CONT MNA- CLOSED 
4 . DO THE RATES INCREASE? 
1. SCS CHANNEL (4) - ON 
2 • NULL RATES 
3. C/ B SCS GROUP 2 MN A- CLOSED 
DIRECT CONT MNA - OPEN r .i DIRECT ULLAGE 1 , 1 
DIRECT CONT MNB - CLOSED SWITCH FAILED 
YES C/B SCS GROUP 2 MNA - OPEN ------- l:J 
C/B SCS GROUP 2 MNB - CLOSED 
BMAG PWR - AC2 
I .'.l!l:j ll'l(;lti,;p,:jJ,;·; I nv ., - • • • - _,, j 4. DO THE RAm-- - --------- NO 
I .lll"IAv .t:'WR ACl I tj PILOT ROTATION 13 
CONTROL BREAKOUT 
SW SHORTED TO 
DIRECT SWS 
RE Y FINAL 
. 1.1. 2 ! PAGE 1 
! 1. S/ M RCS A (B , C, D) PROPELLANT 1/'I 
SW - OFF 
2 . REPEATSTEP 1 UNTIL RATES 1-------------------------------------------------., STOP 
3. S/M RCS A (B , C, D) PROPELLANT 
SWS - ON (for t he non affected 
quads)-
1 RATE GYRO HARDOVER FAILURE 
LAUNCH - RATE DISPLAY WILL NOT AGREE WITH ATTITUDE , ATTITUDE ERROR (IF STILL ACTIVE), AND PHYSICAL SENSES . 
THIS CAN BE CORRECTED BY SELECTING BACKUP RATE IN THE AFFECTED AXIS. 
MIDCOURSE - LEAVE THE RATE GYRO SWITCH OFF MOST OF THE TIME . ATTITUDE HOLD CAN BE HANDLED BY THE G&N AND 
LIMIT CYCLE SWITCH OR THE BMAG 1 S AND LIMIT CYCLE SWITCH. FOR MANEUVERS , PLACE THE BMAG 1 S TO 
BACKUP RATE OR USE DIRECT AUTO CONTROL IN ALL THREE AXES . IN THE FORMER CASE THE AGCU CAN NO 
LONGER UPDATE. 
v's - scs V MODE IS NO LONGER FUNCTIONAL FOR A PITCH OR YAW AXIS PROBLEM . G&N V WITH A BMAG IN 
BACKUP RATE AND MTVC ARE STILL OPERATIONAL . IN THESE MODES THE RATE GYROS WOULD BE ON WITH 
BACKUP RATE SELECTED IN. THE AXIS AFFECTED. 
ENTRY - IN THESE MODES, THE RATE GYROS WOULD BE ON WITH BACKUP RATE SELECTED IN THE AXIS AFFECTED . THIS 
WILL LOSE THE AGCU BACKUP ATTITUDE REFERENCE . 
2 BMAG LOOP HARDOVER FAILURE 
LAUNCH - THE BACKUP ATTITUDE REFERENCE WILL NOT BE FUNCTIONAL BUT THIS WILL NOT BE DETECTABLE DURING A 
NORMAL BOOST. 
MIDCOURSE - G&N ATTITUDE HOLD MUST BE USED FOR HOLD PERIODS . THE AGCU FUNCTION IS LOST . BACKUP RATE IS NOT 
AVAILABLE IN THE AFFECTED AXIS . DISABLE THIS AXIS IF SCS MODE SELECTED . 
v's - ONLY THE G&N V MODE REMAINS FUNCTIONAL . scs V AND MTVC ARE BOTH LOST FOR PITCH OR YAW 
FAILURE. FOR ROLL, DIRECT CONTROL MUST BE USED WITH CHANNEL DISABLED . 
ENTRY - THR BACKUP ATTITUDE REFERENCE WILL NOT BE FUNCTIONAL . BACKUP RATE IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE AFFECTED 
AXIS . DISABLE AFFECTED AXIS IF SCS MODE IS SELECTED . DAMPING OR CONTROL IN THE AXIS MUST BE WITH 
DIRECT CONTROL. 
3 DRIVER FAILED ON 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE & 
v's - APPLICABLE CIRCUIT BREAKER MUST BE OPENED AND REMAIN PULLED FOR REMAINDER OF MISSION . SELECT TWO 
JET ULLAGE AND ROTATE DUTY CYCLE FOR PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT BASED UPON THE TWO JETS LOST. CONTINUE 
MISSION. 
·ENTRY - SET UP FOR SINGLE SYSTEM RCS ENTRY ON THE UNFAILED SYSTEM ( lE : FOR AN MNA BREAKER SET UP FOR AN 
AUTOMATIC "B" SYSTEM ENTRY) IF THE FAILURE WAS IN PITCH ,YAW , OR B&D ROLL . 
I PR EPARED BY, /4~/J I FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVI SI ON 
DATE, 
Jan 27, 1967 
IISC For 111 4 
) 
-~- ··-· ·- -------------- - ---
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
APDLLD OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
S/C 012 IR EV FINAL 
SEC TION Y. 1.1.2 !PAGE 1-Sa 
') 
4 ONE TRANSLATION CONTROL BAD 
LAUNCH - NOT APPLICABLE 
MIDCOURSE & 
v's - PULL EITHER THE MNA OR MNB BREAKER FOR scs GROUP 1 POWER . SET scs POWER AND TVC #1 POWER TO 
OPPOSITE POSITIONS . USE OTHER TRANSLATI ON CONTROL . HALF OF THE POWER FOR THE SCS CONTROL 
PANEL IS NOW OFF . 
ENTRY - THE CIRCUIT BREAKER CAN BE RE- CLOSED AS BOTH THE POWER PATHS ARE OPENED BY CM- SM SEPARATION . 
5 FAILURE IN CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
MSC Form 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE - AFFECTED AXIS MUST BE DISABLED. DIRECT RCS CONTROL AND DIRECT ULLAGE ARE THE ONLY REMAINING 
MEANS OF FIRING THE JETS IN THIS AXIS . 
v's - THIS FAILURE GROUP MUST BE FURTHER ISOLATED TO DETERMINE IF THE TVC CONTROL CAPABILITY HAS BEEN 
AFFECTED , WREN THERE I S A PITCH OR YAW FAI LURE . FOR A ROLL FAILURE , DIRECT ROLL CONTROL MUST 
BE USED . 
ENTRY 
THE ISOLATION SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED AS FOLLOWS : 
1 . SELECT SCS V MODE 
2. RECONFIRM THRUST CONTROL SWITCH - OFF 
3. RECONFIRM PREVALVE SWITCHES (2) - OFF 
4. GIMBAL MOTORS IN AFFECTED AXIS (2) - START - ON 
5. CONFIRM RESPONSE TO GIMBAL TRIM THEN STABILIZATION AT TRIM POINT 
6. THRUST ON PUSHBUTTON - PRESS 
7. CONFIRM THRUST ON LIGHT - ON 
8 . OBSERVE GPI IN AFFECTED AXIS . DOES IT REMAIN STABLE? 
(CONFIRM WITH TM IF COVERAGE IS AVAILABLE ) 
STABILITY ISOLATES THE FAILURE TO THE TOTAL ERROR AMPLIFIER OR THE SWITCHING AMPLIFIER SO THAT 
ANY OF THE THREE TVC CONTROL METHODS MAY BE USED . · DIRECT ULLAGE AND DIRECT ROTATION MUST BE 
USED THOUGH FOR RCS CONTROL . 
LACK OF STABILITY MEANS NO TVC . RCS DEORBIT MUST BE USED . 
- SAME AS MIDCOURSE EXCEPT THAT THE DIRECT ULLAGE DOES NOT APPLY 
FLIGHT CREW sui>forir D ,·v·, s I ON . APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
DA T E 1 
Jan 27 , 1967 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
s;c 
6 PSEUDO RATE FAILED 
LAUNCH & 
ENTRY - NOT DETECTABLE (IN ENTRY THE LIMIT CYCLE SWITCH MUST BE OFF) 
MIDCOURSE & 
v's - LIMIT CYCLE SWITCH MUST BE OFF . HIGHER RCS PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION AND LIMIT CYCLE RATES WILL BE 
OCCURRING. 
7 ROTATION CONTROL BAD (PROPORTIONAL) 
ALL PHASES - T. B. D. 




- NOT DETECTABLE 
- THE AFFECTED AXIS MUST REMAIN DISABLED. ALL CONTROL METHODS USING THE AUTOMATIC RCS COILS 
IN THIS AXIS ARE LOST . PITCH OR YAW FAILURES ALSO LOSE BOTH AUTOMATIC TVC CONTROL PATHS BUT 
·mvc IS STILL FUNCTIONAL . 




- NOT DETECTABLE 
- SCS AUTOMATIC RCS CONTROL AND SCS V MODES (FOR PITCH AND YAW FAILURES) ARE LOST. IF AN SCS 
MODE IS SELECTED THE AXIS MUST BE DISABLED FOR AUTO CONTROL AND DIRECT RC S OR DIRECT ULLAGE 
SUBSTITUTED . 





- NOT DETECATBLE 
- G&N AUTOMATIC CONTROL IS LOST BUT , USING THE TRANSLATION CONTROL LOCKOUT (HANDLE cw), THE COMMANDS 
CAN BE FLOWN OUT FROM G&N DI SPLAY WITH THE PROPORTIONAL CONTROL OR MTVC AS APPROPRIATE . 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE,-
Jan 27 , 1967 
) 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTI ON PROCEDURES 
5/C 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
) 
"" ') 
11 ROTATION CONTROL BA]) (DIRECT) 
ALL PHASES - THE CIRECT CONTROL CIRCUIT BREAICE:R FOR THE SHORTED SWITCH CONTACT MUST BE OPENED . ONLY ONE 
ROTATION CONTROL WILL BE EFFECTIVE FOR DIRECT CONTROL . ONLY ONE SIDE OR THE THRUST CONTROL 
SWITCH WILL BE ACTIVE. FULL DIRECT ULLAGE CAN BE OBTAINED USING THE ABORT POSITION OF THE 
TRANSLATION CONTROL THROUGH THE MESC. 
12 DIRECT ULLAGE SWITCH FAILED 
ALL PHASES - THE DIRECT CONTROL CIRCUIT BREAICE:R FOR THE SHORTED SWITCH CONTACT MUST BE OPENED. ONLY ONE 
ROTATION CONTROL WILL BE EFFECTIVE FOR DIRECT CONTROL . ONLY ONE SIDE OF THE THRUST CONTROL 
SWITCH WILL ·BE ACTIVE . FULL DIRECT ULLAGE CAN BE OBTAINED USING THE ABORT POSITION OF THE 
TRANSLATION CONTROL THROUGH THE MESC . 
13 BREAKOUT SWITCH POWER SHORTED TO DIRECT CONTROL 
ALL PHASES - THE GROUP 2 MN'A OR MN'B CIRCUIT BREAKER INVOLVED MUST BE OPEN FOR THE REST OF THE MISSION . THE 
BMAG POWER SWITCH SHOULD BE PLACED TO THE OPPOSITE POWER SETTING. ONE ROTATION CONTROL WILL NO 
LONGER HAVE BREAKOUT SWITCH POWER AND SHOULD NO LONGER BE USED . THE CONTROL CAN BE DETERMINED 
BY: 
1. DISABLING THE RCS CHANNELS 
2. SELECTING THE SCS 6.V MODE 
3. WAITING FOR AN ATTITUDE ERROR INDICATION FROM THE BMAGS 
4. DISPLACING ONE ROTATION CONTROL PAST BREAKOUT 
5 , IF THE BMAG 1 S CAGE ATTITUDE ERROR WILL GO TO ZERO AND THE BALL DRIVE WILL START . THIS IS 
THE GOOD ROTATION CONTROL . 
14 RCS QUA]) PROBLEM 
ALL PHASES - QUA]) USE IS LOST FOR REST OF MISSION . 
. - -
PRE PAR ED BY , ('-;~£/ FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
r,,,;? J- DATE 1 
Jan 27, 1967 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL S/C 012 IREV FINAL 
(~ MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES SECT ION 9 . 1.1.2 IPAGE 13d 
MSC Form 460 -( Rev Dec 68) 
~ 
ARE THE RATE 
GYROS OFF AND 
IS THE LIMIT 
CYCLE ON ? 
l'RQCEUU~--- -- --
ARE RATE NEEDLES 
AT NULL 
NO 





PRE PARED BY , FLIGHT CREI SUPPORT O IV IS I ON 
DAT E, -----,..,.,...,.."-----I Jan 27, 1967 




PROPORTIONAL CONTROL FAILED OPEN 






1 . VERIFY DIRECT RCS - ON I Np ~ DIRECT RCS 
2 . VERIFY C/B SCS DIRECT CONT . SW FAILED OPEN 
MNA & MNB - CLOSED 
3, CAN S/C BE MANEUVERED 
USING RHC #2(1) 
) 
DIRECT CONTROL I 2 
""" 11,1 LOST IN RHC #1(2) 
'-
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUN_QTIPN PROCEDURES 
APOLLO OPE RAT I OHS HANOBOOl 
s1co12 l•EV FINAL 
SECTI ON.2..,1_. l , 2 I PA GE l! 
REMARKS 
See Page 14a 
1 . DIRECT RCS SWITCH FAILED OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - DIRECT ROTATION CONTROL IS 
PHASES LOST . AUTOMATIC PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROL, MANUAL PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROL , AND DIRECT AUTO 
CONTROL ALL REMAIN FOR RCS 
CONTROL . 
2 . DIRECT CONTROL LOST IN ONE ROTATION CONTROL 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - KEEP OPERABLE ROTATION CONTROL 




1. RATE GYRO FAILED OPEN 
LAUNCH - DETECTABLE FROM LACK OF DISPLAY MOTION DURING LAUNCH. CAN BE CORRECTED BY SELECTION OF BACKUP 
RATE RESTORING RATE DISPLAY. 
MIDCOURSE & - SELECTION OF BACKUP RATE PROVIDES AN ALTERNATE RATE SOURCE BY CHANNEL FOR MANEUVERS OR TVC. 
ATTITUDE CONTROL DURING LOW RATE CONDITIONS CAN BE HANDLED BY PSEUDO RATE SO THAT THE BMAG 
CAN STILL BE USED FOR ATTITUDE HOLD. THE SCS DELTA V MODE IS LOST THOUGH AND THE BMAG IS 
COMMON TO BOTH G&N DELTA V AND MTVC FOR PITCH OR YAW FAILURES. 
ENTRY - BMAG IS AFFECTED AXIS CAN BE PLACED TO BACKUP RATE FOR G&N OR SCS MODES. UPDATING OF THE AGCU 
WILL BE LOST. ATTITUDE HOLD IN SCS ENTRY MODE MUST BE MANUAL. VISUAL BACKUP ATTITUDE 
REFERENCE IS AVAILABLE. 
2. RATE GYRO DEMOD OPEN 
ALL PHASES - RATE DISPLAYS REMAIN FUNCTIONAL 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE & - ONLY DIRECT CONTROL - DIRECT AUTO CONTROL AND MTVC (FOR PITCH OR YAW CHANNEL PROBLEMS) 
DELTA v's REMAIN IN THE AXIS. 
PRE O.O5G - ONLY DIRECT CONTROL OR DIRECT AUTO CONTROL REMAIN IN THE AXIS AFFECTED. 
POST O.O5G - AUTOMATIC RATE DAMPING LOST IN AXIS. DIRECT AUTO OR DIRECT CONTROL CAN BE USED WITH THE ACTIVE 
RATE DISPLAY OR IN ROLL TO CONTROL ATTITUDE. 
3. RATE ERROR AMP OPEN 
ALL PHASES - RATE DISPLAYS REMAIN FUNCTIONAL 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE & - ONLY DIRECT CONTROL AND MTVC (FOR PITCH OR YAW CHANNEL PROBLEMS) REMAIN IN THE AXIS . 
PRE O.O5G - ONLY DIRECT CONTROL REMAIN IN THE AXIS AFFECTED. 
POST O.O5G - AUTOMATIC RATE DAMPING LOST IN AXIS. DIRECT CONTROL CAN BE USED WITH THE ACTIVE RATE DISPLAY 
OR IN ROLL TO CONTROL ATTITUDE. 
4. PSEUDO RATE OPEN 
LAUNCH & - NOT DETECTABLE 
ENTRY 
MIDCOURSE & - RATE OR BACKUP RATE MUST REMAIN ON IN AXIS AFFECTED FOR ATTITUDE HOLD. HIGHER RCS 
PRE DELTA v's PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION WILL EXIST IN THAT AXIS. 
PREPARED BY, ~,,$' . FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
~/")1;" DATE 1 Jan 27, 1967 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
S/C 012 IREV FINAL 
~··✓ MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES SECTION 9.l.1.2IPAGE 14a 
Ulftft r-•- ~t!!JN ~n- .. "'-- nn"-
,RE,AR[O BY 1 
scs 22 PROCEDURE 
c.,J;;/. I FLIGHT CREI SUl'PORT DIVISION 
;/(. . :J?,f/~ ~ nm, jan 27 , 1967 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALE'!.!NCTION PROCEDURES 
G&N AUTO OR AOTOERROR NEEDLESGO TO G&N MALF 
WAS THE MANEUVER/ G&N 
1
ARE THE ATT 
I 
YES r GC/CDU PROBLEM 
RHC #1(2) AT NULL PROCEDURE XX 
RRC #1(2) 
1 . CHANGE ROT CONT . 
PWR TO OTHER BUS . 
2 . CAN S/ C BE COMMANDED 
WITH RHC #2(1 
YES 
NO 
CAN THE MANEUVER YES 
BE COMMANDED I YES i1 . SELECT scs 
USING PROPORTIONAL ATT HOLD 
CONTROL 2 . DOES THE VEHICLE I NO 
DEADBAND? 
NO 
1. CHANGE DEADBAND 
2 . DOES THE VEHICLE 
DEADBAND? 
YES 
CAN S/C ROTATION BE YES 
COMMANDED USING THE -r--~~------------------------------------1111 
MINIMUM IMPULSE? 
NO 




1 . CHANGE THE DEADBAND 
2 . DOES THE S/C DEADBAND? 
YES ORIGINAL DEADBAND 10 
~-------------------CIRCUITRY FAILED 
NO, 
1 . IF IN MONITOR MODE 
GO TO SCS ATT MODE 




DEADBAND? DEMODULATOR FAIL 
3. ARE THE RATE NEEDLES ~-------,
7 I OSCILLATING AND I IRATE ERROR I 
I DOES THE S/C I YES ~ ATION CONTROL 
~IVERGING YES t AMP FAILED OPEN 
CAN THE s/c BE 
COMMANDED WITH 
RHC #1(2) NO 
5/C 
REMARKS 
See Page 15a 
) 
1. G&N ATTITUDE DEMOD OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - G&N AUTO CONTROL LOST IN ONE AXIS. DIRECT OR PROPORTIONAL CONTROL OF RCS REMAINS . SCS V OR 
·PHASES MTVC FOR BURNS AND MANUAL G&N FOR ENTRY . SCS ATTITUDE FOR ATTITUDE HOLD. 
2. ATTITUDE ERROR AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - AUTO CONTROL FROM EITHER G&N OR SCS HOLD SIGNALS LOST IN THIS AXIS . DIRECT RCS CONTROL AND 
PHASES MINIMUM IMPULSE CONTROL ARE THE ONLY REMAINING RCS CONTROL PATHS FOR THE AFFECTED AXIS 
3. TOTAL ERROR AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - AUTO ATTITUDE AND RATE PROPORTIONAL RATE CONTROL IS LOST IN THIS AXIS. DIRECT CONTROL IS THE 
PHASES ONLY REMAINING CONTROL PATH OTHER THAN MINIMUM IMPULSE CONTROL . 
4 . SWITCHING AMPLIFIER OPEN 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - AUTO ATTITUDE AND RATE AND PROPORTIONAL RATE CONTROL IS LOST IN THIS AXIS . DIRECT CONTROL IS THE 
PHASES ONLY REMAINING CONTROL . 
5. DEADBAND CIRCUITRY FAILED 
LAUNCH - NOT DETECTABLE 
ALL OTHER - MANUAL ATTITUDE HOLD REQUIRED WHEN AFFECTED DEADBAND IS SELECTED . 
PHASES 
6. ROTATION CONTROL DEMODULATOR OPEN 
ALL PHASES- THE USE OF PROPORTIONAL RCS CONTROL AND MANUAL TVC ARE LOST FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE MISSION . 
AUTO TVC MODES WITH RATE DAMPING AND NO MANUAL INPUT MTVC BACKUP ARE STILL AVAILABLE . DIRECT AND 
AUTO RCS CONTROL STILL REMAIN FOR ALL MODES . 
PRE PARED BY, (1,P:/,_ FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
ff.J_ DATE, 27 1967 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
S/C 012 jREV FINAL 
';Qt:;:,, 
Jan , MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES SECT I ON 9 . 1.1. 2 I PAGE 15a 
-· - - ~ - - I - -
7. RATE ERROR AMPLIFIER OPEN 
ALL PHASES - RATE DISPLAYS REMAIN. FUNCTIONAL 
LAUNCH - NOT nETECTABLE 
MIDCOURSE 
& V1 S - DIRECT RCS IS ONLY AVAILABLE CONTROL MODE IN THAT AXIS . 
PRE-0 . 05G - ONLY DIRECT CONTROL AVAILABLE IN AFFECTED AXIS 
POST-0 .05G - AUTOMATIC RATE DAMPING LOST IN AXIS . DIRECT RCS CAN BE USED WITH THE ACTIVE RATE DISPLAY OR IN 
ROLL TO CONTROL ATTITUDE . 
8. ONE ROTATION CONTROL LOST 
ALL PHASES - USE THE OPERATIONAL ROTATION CONTROL AT BOTH THE G&N LEB STATION AND PILOTS STATION FOR PROPOR-
TIONAL CONTROL. DIRECT CONTROL SHOULD STILL BE FUNCTIONAL IN THE OTHER CONTROL . 
PREPARED BY, (.!#::11/-... FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
/..~.,t---y. DATE, 27 1967 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 5/C 012 IREv FINAL 
"~~ 
Jan , MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES SECTION 9.1.1. 2 IPAGE 15b 
. - . 
) 
scs 23 PROCEDURE 
~ JARE THE I NO 
RATE NEEDLES 




' Proc 7 
scs 24 
.1. Release DIRECT ULLAGE 
OPEN CONTACT ON 
PUSHBUTTON 
DIRECT ULLAGE SW . 2 . DAMP RATES with RCS 
PRE P ARE D BY 1 
I 
j 
1. GO TO MTVC 
2 . DAMP RATES 




,of!:} ,r: I Jan 27 , 1967 
THRUST CONTROL SW -
_Q 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANOB00l 
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
5/C 012 ••v FIN 
SECT I ON9 . l . 1 . 2 f PAGE 
REMARKS 
I. If direct ullage i s needed use 
the abort position of the THC 
to command direct ullage through 
the sequence . 
16 

PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9 . 1 . 2 
SPS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPrOM 
SYMPrOM NUMBER STEP PAGE 
SPS ROUGH ECO DURING MISSION CRITICAL BURN 1 1 2 
SPS ROUGH ECO DURING NON-MISSION CRITICAL BURN 2 1 3 
PITCH OR YAW GMBL DR FAIL C & W LIGHT ILLUMINATES 3 1 4 
DURING MISSION CRITICAL BURN 
PITCH OR YAW GMBL DR FAIL C & W LIGHT ILLUMINATES 4 1 5 
DURING NON-MISSION CRITICAL BURN 
SPS PRESS C & W LIGHT ILLUMINATES DURING THRUSTING 5 1 6 
FUEL AND/OR OX TANK PRESS LOW DURING THRUSTING 5 2 6 
FUEL AND/OR OX TANK PRESS HIGH DURING THRUSTING 5 7 7 
SPS PRESS C & W LIGHT ILLUMINATES DURING NON- 6 1 8 
THRUSTING 
FUEL AND/OR OX TANK PRESS LOW DURING NON-THRUSTING 6 2 8 
FUEL AND/OR OX TANK fRESS HIGH DURING NON-THRUSTING 6 6 9 
SPS WALL TEMP HI C & W LIGHT ILLUMINATES 7 1 10 
PROPELLANT HEATERS FAIL TO RAISE TEMPERATURE 8 1 10 
PROPELLANT TEMPERATURE READING ABNORMAL 9 1 11 
NO RESPONSE OF OX FLOW FLAGS TO OX FLOW ADJUSTMENT 10 1 11 
ABNORMAL PROPELLANT QUANTITY READOUT 11 1 11 
UN BALANCE METER IS ERRATIC OR PEGGED 12 1 -13 
LOSS OF SPS HELIUM TANK PRESSURE 13 1 13 
ABNORMAL SPS HELIUM VALVE TB INDICATION 14 1 14 
STEP 






PREPARED BY 1 ( 1 ,;t:J.7 
v,.;r;;... 





FCSM G&N SCS SW-G&N or SCS 
a. G&N 
b . scs 
THRUST 
M~ SPS ROUGH ECO l i ght 
Re - illuminates 
b . Remains extinguished 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE, 










Light illuminates if 70 ± 20 
rnsec at a vibration level of 
180g ' s peak-to- peak or 30- 70 
msec at a vibration level of 
360g 's peak- to-peak . Light is 
extinguished when FCSM circui-
try is reset . THRUST SW- ON 
overrides the FCSM monito 
Monitor PRESS ENG INLE~ UEL 
or 
1 . If in GVAV, automatic 
r estar t oY the engine will 
sec has elasped 
::lown . If -, 10 sec 
ill flash , and the ENTE 
depressed for automatic 
2a . OVE E/RESET has re-
started engin Interruption 




SPS engine . 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Service Propuls ion System 
Malfunction Procedure 
5/C 012 IREV FINAL 
SECTION 9 . 1 . 2 IPAGE 2 
PROCEDURE 
1 
SPS ·WALL TEMP HI Is the burn YES 










-- --- ·-··- - ·-· - - .. 
Excessive throat chamber 
ablation rates or ins trumentation 
failure ------ -·---- --- .. •- ·· - --
._ __ 
-
Excessive throat chamber . ablation rates or instrumentation -
failure --- ----- ------ - -
. -
SPS-1 





1 . Light illuminates when throat 
surface temperature i s 380°F or 
great e r. Ablation rates will 
be severe tha t loss of 
ch amber may be expected at any-
time , resulting in c·atastrophic 
failure. Maximum temperature 
should occur 30 min afte r shut 
down. 
2 . Complete loss of the SPS should 
be e xpected at any time. 
) 
3. MSFN can confirm wall t empe rature 
over 380°F. Loss of entire chamber 




FUEL AND/OR ox I 
TANK PRESS LOW 
FUEL AND/OR OX 
TANK PRESS HIGH 
PROCEDURFS 






If the Pc i ndicator 
S 70 )'..Sia: THRUST 
SW - OFF 
Mani tor FUEL ani OX 
PRESS a.rid e;onf i rm 
with P-rl.ESS ENG 









Monitor FUEL and OX 
TANK PRESSURES & 
confirm PRESS ENG 





SPS· He sws (2) - ON 
:A? 
~-
SPS He sws (2)--0FF 





SW - OFF 
Leak in . 
prope llant 
Co~ted c__ _ _  
Propellant ~ine 





I •' One regulator 




1. SPS HELIUM sws (2) - ON 
2 . When FUEL and OX PRESS 
1 175 rsia 
3 1 
.._ _____________________ -t_. Leak in propellant• ·-
system 
3. SPS nELIUJ•: sws - AUTO 
Heat leak into 
SPS system 
7 
Is FUEL and/ or I YES 1 Leak in propellant 1 OX PRESS system · decreasing? 
:h;:parent 1L-------------... from SPS sys tem 
6 
\ . 
. REMAP. !::S , ___ _ 
1. Light illuminates if FUEL or OX 
TANK PRESS IS > 200 psia or< 160 
psia. Normal operating pres-
sure is 171-179 psia. 
·0 Monitoring of SPS pressure gages 
\.::.:_,,' is required for all subsequent 
burns 
3. SPS inoperable 
WARNING: - Subsequent repressuri-
zation considered daneerous due 
to possibility of tank rupture. 
4. Tanks are manually repressurized 
for subsequent burns. Burns are 
not to exceed 20 sec if propel-
lant tank pressure cannot be 
raised during manual repressuri-
zation; SPS not operable 
pro)?ellant tank pressure < 160 
paia. 
5. With helium supply shut off, 
propellant tank ullage pressures 
are sufficient to provide 20 sec-
onds of operation. After 20 sec-
onds, 0/F ratio becomes too high 
and engine operation mB3" become 
rough. SPS will not be operable 
after this 20 seconds. 
6. SPS is functional 
Tanks are manually repressurized 
for next burn if 175 psia is not 
obtainable: SPS HELIUM sws (2) -
OFF. Major leak in pressurization 
systems SPS not operable for tank 
pressures (160 psia. 
7. SPS is functional 
SYST™ SPS-2 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c / 012 
1. 
PITCH OR YAW IS BURN 
I YES . GMBL DR FAIL ~ MISSION 
LIGHT ILLUMINATES CRITICAL? 2. 
NO 
.~ 
1. THRUST sw - OFF 
2. Damp rates with RCS 
3. GIMBAL MOTOR PITCH 
or YAW #2 SW - OFF 
4. GIMBAL MOTOR PITCH 
or YAW #1 sw - START/OJI 
5 . DOES PITCH or YAW 








1. R~tate PITCH or YAW 
GIMBAL POSITION 
thumbwheels 
2 . Does the needle 
deflect? 
PROCE_~~I 
Damp Rates using Ml'VC 1. 
MONITOR FDAI & 1 2 . THRUST sw - OFF lf V50 Nll GIMBAL POSITION 3. THC - CENTER- . H Is the burn~ is flashing; INDICATOR . ~ 4. Reorient s/c to burn G&N A V? DEPRESS - ENTER If divergence occurs; 
attitude with RCS 
THC - CW 
5 . THRUST sw - NORMAL 
NQ_ l 
. - , 
THRUST ON - If dive rgence occurs ; 
~ T!IRST SW - OFF 
Gimbal control 
PITCH or YAW 3 failure in one axes 
YES - GMBL DR FAIL 1. Rotate PITCH or YAW . LT FAilED ON 
GIMBAL POSITION • ·- - -YES - thumbwheels -.. 
2 . Does the needle . - 4 
deflect? NO . Over or under .. 
current to primary 
drive motor - -·--·- - ---· --
YES _ . T;ans.ie;t over 12-' 
7 ~:-un~::. currei:i: 
Over or under 6 NO -. current to primary ; 
drive motor. 
. - - • · •· ----
REMARf:S 
1. This acti on initiat es 
MTVC operation . 
2 . SPS is inoperative as 
gimbal control is l ost 




· 3. For any subseque:n t burns, 
the GIMBAL POSITIOJ, indic a t or 
must be mor. i to red W.L th the FDAI 
for di ve.·cence fro□ planned 
heading as t hese are t he only 
means of moni t oring t he s t a tc: s 
of the gimbal motors. 
4. SPS now functional on sec-
ondary gimbal drive ootor . Any 
subsequent burns mus i; be moni-
tored for gimbal motor f ailure 
, on the GIMBAL POSITION indica-
1 tor and t he FDAI . 
5. SPS f unct ional, but gimbal 
switchover may occur at any time I 
1 during thrust ing . I 
6 . GMBL DR FAIL light should 
also have r e - illuminated. Motor .1 
is unable :o assume : he l oad ar.d 
drops off t he l i ne . 
SYSTEM SPS-3 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
______ Da.f:lfMlr . 1/z(e/p 
-------•l 





IS THE BURN 
MISSION CRITICAL? 
YES I S BURN 
G&ll llV? 
NO I 





Reset FCSM logic with 
FCSM SCS - OVERRIDE/ 
RESET 
FCSM SCS - SCS 
THRUST ON-DEPRESS 
any of the following sws. 
a. FCSM sws (2) - OVERRIDE/ 
RESET 
b. AV SW - OFF I 
c. AME sw - MONITOR or 
I ENTRY 
NO J 




FCSM G&N - OVERRIDE/ 
RESET 
FCSM G&N - G&N , 
IF v50 Nll rs j 
FLASHING; DEPRESS 
ENTER ! 
l l 110 J DOES SPS ROUGH ECO t----41'1 
LI GHT REILLUMINATE? 
I YES 
1 . FCSM G&N - OVERRIDE/ 
RESET 
2 . IF V50 Nll IS FLASHING; 
DE.r-7IBSS Eli:I'ER 
DOES THE SPS 
ROUGE ECO 17 
RE I LLUN:J ATE? 
1 ·,,;s 
1 . FCSM SCS - OVERRIDE/ 
RESET 
2 . THRUSI' 0:: - DEPRESS 
Tr ans i ent vibration 
leve l sensed in SPS 
engine 
I •I i::xces sive engine 
;;o 
v i bration due to 
combustio~ !nstabili ty 
Tr ansient vibi·a tion1 
l evel sens ed in SPSI 
e ng ine , 
I I Exce s s i ve engine 
• vibration due to 
c ombust i on instability 
2 
REMARKS 
I. Light i llumina t e s if 70 + 20 
msec a t a vibration level of 
180g' s pe ak-to-pe ak or 30-70 
msec a t a vi brat ion level of 
360g 1 s pe ak-to-peak. Light is 
ext inguished when FCSM circui-
try is reset . THRUST SW-ON 
override s the FCSM monitors. 
Monitor PRESS ENG INLET FUEL 
and OX for decreased pressure 
or unbalanced pressure and flow. 
2 Continue normal procedures l -r -- -------
SPS-4 ' SYSTlli 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
..:.L:. :..::·::ial ? .::·::.;:: : ia:-1~ 
~ ..... _ .. ..:.. -~• - ,; '.,... . ..,·· -
PROCEDURES 
.:::::.:J:': SW - ?Rl 
=.:::/AUTO/TEST sw - 'i'C:S:: 
.. ; ;er) f or 10 sec --
.::::soR sw - Al' x 
:331'/ AUTO/TEST sw - TEST 
··.:.;per) f or 10 sec --
::C:ST/ AUTO/ TEST sw - TEST 
· ::. :,·..,er) for 10 sec --






One or more· tank 
pr obes of the 




1 . Complete any t hrusting 
activity prior to check 
of quantity readout . 
2 . In TEST mode t he display will 
no t move for the first 4. 5 sec . 
Next it will race for • 1 sec, 
and t hen will roll steadily at 
2 to 4 digits per sec . If 
di splay reacts as above af ter 
primary system failure, then 
failure is in a tank probe . If 
tank pr obe is not fail ed, then 
random or bogey readings will 
: be displayed. 
I 
3. MSFN must not supply any pro-
pellant quanti t y dat a . 
l . Continue in AU X mode . Tel emetry 
wL: pr ovide t otal qua'lti ties 
f ~om auxili ary system, and sumr 
t ar.k quan•it i es f r om ?RI sy s :em . 
SYSTEM SPS-5 
DA':'E FEB . 16 , 1967 
s/c 012 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SREET 
SECTION 9 .1 . 3 
RCS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPTOM 
r SYMPrOM NUMBER STEP PAGE 
S/ M RCS 
S/ M RCS C&W LIGHT ILLUMINATES 1 1 2 
S/ M RCS TEMP PKG LOW 1 4 2 
S/M RCS TEMP PKG HIGH 1 10 3 
S/M RCS PRESS MANF LOW 1 19 5 
S/M RCS PRESS MANF HIGH 1 22 5 
s/M RCS PRESS He LOW OR DECREASING 2 1 7 
C/ M RCS 
C/M RCS ENGINE TEMP FAILS TO INCREASE WITH 1 9 
HE/\'l1ERS ON 
C/M RCS C&W LIGHT ILLUMINATES 4 1 10 
C/M RCS PRESS FOR OX HIGH 4 3 11 
C/M RCS PRESS F OR OX LOW 4 4 11 
C/M RCS PRESS He LOW 5 1 12 
SYMPTOM STEP PROCEDURE NEXT 
STEP 
I REMARKS I FAILURE 
(B,C,D) 1. 
2. 
S/M RCS A(B,C,D) Helium 1 & 2 sw 
OFF 
RCS INDICATOR sw - S/M A(B,C,D) 






'Light illuminates if TEMP PKG 
is > 175° or ( 63°; or if PRESS 
MANF is < 155 ps ia or > 215 ps i a 
3. Normal operating range: 
115 - l 75°F 
10. l3b . Boost heating may c 
temperature to rise a 
but it should drop ring 
first rev. Pro ged RCS firin 
and sol ar he soak orientation 
n a high TEMP PKG. 
S/ M RCS TEMP PKG LOWI 4. If TEMP PKG <45°F : SCS CHANNEL sws and 
WARNING : 
5. 
SCS CHANNEL sws A&C ROLL 
(B&D ROLL ) and PITCH 
DIRECT RCS - OFF 
RCS must be disabled to 
electrica lly i solate the affec-
ed quad,however the opposite 
q on the S/M is also disable 
Actua ·on at temperatures lower 
than 63 can result in incom-
plete combu ion and dangerous 
pressure spike 
If there was probable 
PELLANT SW - OFF; SCS 
HELIUM i & 2 sws" -
quad's PKG TEMP wa~elow 45°F : 
~ ...... .,L sws (2) - ON . Reactivate the quad only in a:1 ~rgency; 
the quad is reactivated, the first pulse on each jet 
ond in duration in order to attemIJt disaIJation of possible resi 
7. 
S/M RCS A(B,C,D) HELIUM 1&2 sws-
ON (if applicable) 
If possible, reorient s/c wi t h 
quad A(B , C,D) in sunlight and 
monitor S/ M RCS TEMP PKG 
7. 
S/ M RCS A( B, C,D) PRO -
S IM RCS A (.J , C , D) 
quad should be a 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
RCS Malfunction 
Procedure 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
DATE I Jan . -::. 7 ' 1967 S/C 012 IR EV FINAL 
SECTION 9 , 1. 3 !PAGE 2 
' PROCEDURE 
.. -- --
! C/M RCS ENGI:~ :;:'3!,!P 1. S313G~OR s . - 1 , 2 , 3, 4 , 11, & 12 
FAilS TO INCi'..::..~SE WI~ ~ 2 . CY:::LE '.:: _! M RCS !EATERS sw - ON/OFF -
I HEATERS ON 3. Monitor OC AMMETER I. ---- -- .. --- - .. - _., . 
,, 
1. Moni t or DC VOLTMETER (ENGINE~) .. 
I in SELECTOR sw position 1 , 2, 3, 4, 
11 , & 12 
2. Wha~ a re t he tempe rature reading s? 
. --- -· -
ALL TEMPS CONSTANT 
! BUT ANY BELOW 64 ° F 
: (1.8 VDC) 
- -
., 
1. MESC PYRO sws (2 ) - SAFE 
2. C/ M PROP JETT DUMP sw - ON 
3. When c oldest engine reaches 
100° F (2 . 5 VDC) or for 13 
minutes whichever comes 
firs t . 
4 . C/ M PROP JETT DUMP sw - OFF 
- - ·--··· 
ANY TEMP -•·• - ·- --TEMP SENSOR .. FAILURE 
INCREASING - ---
,: , ;.1 RCS HEA:-:?.S . 




• I REMARKS 
J l. Indicates tbrustei-temperature 
/2. Use one ot other engine 
1 temps tor that of affected 
1 engine. 
13. All engines will be heated 
I with the exception of the two 
+ pitch engines. 
SYSTEM RCS-1 
DATE FEE . 16, 1967 
s/c C'l:? 
--------- ,. 





S/M RCS A (B , C, D) HELIUM l-T--1 Is TEMP I NO 
1&2 sws - OFF PKG < 45 • F 
RCS :mDICATOR sw -
S/ M A (B , C , D) 
Mon itor S/ M kC::i 'i'El-fr I I t YES 
J'KG 2• 
YES 
· 1. S/M RCS_ A (B , C, D) HELIU1'i° 1&2 sw-s- ·,:--ON 
2. If possibl e , reorient S/C with affected 
quad in sunlight · 
3. Monitor S/ M RCS TEMP PKG d oes the temp 
- --~!'lcr_e~~e ______ ____ _____ __ __ _ _ _ 
) 
1. When S/M RCS TEMP I 
PKG )63• F i 
2. SCS CHAlfflEL sws (2) -
ON (if appliable) 
l 
S/M PKG HEATER 
NORMAL HIGH 




S / :,t RCS TEMP 
:;:r.:; LOW 
S/ l•: RCS TEMP 
FlG HIGH 
S, :-: RCS PRESS 
'.-:;.~;p LOW 
S/:·'. RCS PRESS 
1-:.:,,;;F HIGH 
RCS-2 
MON ITOR S/M RCS PRESS 
MANF 






PAGE 1 OF :, 
FEB. 16 , 1967 
012 
1. 
(B&D ROLL) and PITCH (YAW) - # 1 L . 
OFF Is WARNING SCS CHANNEL sws (2) -
ON (if appliable) 2 . DIRECT RCS - OFF APPLIABLE? 
______ l n:s __ 
follow instructions i 
in warning .. ___ _ l 
J, . 1. 
2 . 
C/B RCS HEATERS A MN B (B MN A, -r-,0 1. S/M RCS A (B,C,D) HELIUM 1&2 s ws - ON 
C MN ,B, D MN A) - OPEN 2. If possible, reorient the s/c with affected 
Is S; M RCS TEMP PKG > 210° F? quad away from t h e sun . 
3. _M~n_itor S/M RCS ~ PKG;does t he temp decre ase? 
YES 
1. SCS CHANNEL sws Al,£ ROLL (B&D ROLL) 
and PITCH (YAW) - OFF 
2. DIRECT RCS - OFF -
1. S/ M RCS A ( B,C , D) HELIUM 1&2 s ws - ON 
(if appli c able) -
2 . Opera te quad until RCS PRESS MAI/F' drops 
below 100 psia 
3 . S/ M RCS A ( B, C ,D) PROPELLANT sw - OFF 
1. When practical, operate t h e thrus t ers 
on the affected quad 
2 . Monitor S/M RCS PRESS MANF 
3- Does the r ding d e c r e ase ? 
YES 
1. When S/ M RCS PRESS MANF ( 170 p s i a : 
2 . S/ M RCS A ( B, C,D) HELIUM 1 sw - ON 
3. Monitor S/ M RCS PRESS M.ANF -




1. When S/ M RCS TEMP PKG 
( 200° F 
2. SCS CHANNEL sws (2) -
ON ( if appliable) 
----------- I&. 
LEAJ< IN HELIUM PRESS-
I ... URIZATION SYSTEM OR 
IllSTRUMENTATION FAILURE 
ro "I S/ M RCS A ( B, C,D) !:EL ~ M 1&2 SWS - ON 
YES 
S/M RC S A (~ , C,D) HELIUM 1 sw - OFF 
S/ M RCS A (b , C, D) liELIIJM 2 sw - '"IN 
.,_. c/w CIRCUITRY TO 






SWS ( 2) 1- OJI 
( if appliable) , 
S/M PKG HEATER 
FAILED ON 
..J ':-/w CIRCUI':'RY ':'0 S ~ 
rics ligh t ' or i ,1str-..un;i!l 
fail u r e 
S/M RCS PRE~S 11;,.'. ,: r I:IDICA'IOR 0:\ z:so~ FAILE.:D 
S/ M RCS A (B , C,D) 
HELIUM 2 REGULATOR 
-+t ASSEMBLY FAILED 
....... S/ M RCS A (B,C ,D) 











WARNING # 1: If there was probabl e engine valve actuation while the quad's PKG TEMP 
was b el ow 45° F: S/M RCS A(B, C,D)PROPELLANT SW - OFF; SC S CHANTlEL sws (2 ) - ON. Re-
act i vate the quad only in an emergency ; S/M RCS A"{ii;C,D) HELIUM l & 2 sws - ON. If 
the -.uad is reactiv:ited, the first pulse on each jet of the quad should be amini.mum 
of one second in duration in or der t o atte mpt di sapation o f possible res i due. 
l. Light i lluminates if TEMP PKG is )175° or(63° ; or if PRESS MANF is (.155 psia or 
) 215 psia. 
2 . Normal operating range: 11 '; - l 75°F 
3 . Boost heatir. i; r:.y cause t he t •.:~perature t o rise above 200°F, but it should drop 
during the fi r st rev . Prolcr.ged RCS fi r ing and solar heat soak orientation aay result 
in a high TEMP PKG. 
4. Two SCS CnAJ;J;;;;L i:ws and DIRECT RCS must 1::e disabled t o el ectrically isolate the 
affected :;_uad, l·.owever the oppos it~ quad on the S/M is also disabled . Actuation at 
temperaturei; l ower than 63° F ce.n r esult in incomplete combustion and dangerous 
pressure spH.es . 
5. Temperature of quad must be maintained using solar heating. 
6 . I f the indicator failed , S/M RCS A(B,C,D) light will not be illuminated; h011eYer, 
if t he sen sor failed the light will b e on. Use the temperature of the other quads 
to deter mine t emp of the affected qu~d, and continuous JOOnitoring of the affected 
quad i s advised, if the s ensor failed . If the indicator failed temperatures should 
be obtair.ed from gr ound TM 
7 . Us e system normally 
8. Two SCS CHAJ~ -~L sws and t he DIRECT RCS must be disabled to electrically isolate 
the affected quad. however the opposite quad on the S/M is also disabled. 
If the engine valves are actuated above 220°F , deformation of the valve seats can 
occur with possible l eakage of propellants . 
9. Use the c/B t ~ manually maintain the TEMP PKG within limits of 70°1 - 210°F. 
CAUTION: If temp fs.11.; \::el "" 63:)? ·o t 0 T::MP PKG lJ:M. 
10 . clormal HeliUJ:1 0perati nii; pressur '2 : 177 psia - 185 psia. In ad:lition to HELIUM 
~!Ai:IFOLD PRESSURES 1-lSFt, can r e a:l. out FUEL MANIFOLD PRESSURES on all quada -
and OXIDIZER MANIFOLD PRESSURES ~n qu ads A&D. 
11. RCS SELECTOR sw should be left in the affected quad position after every system 
status checks. 
12. Firing jets at pressures lower t han 100 psia may cause engine wall bum-through 
due t o inadequate film cooling. Refer to S/M RCS 2 (S/M RCS PRESS He ~ or DECREAS-
ING ) Reactivation of the quad should only be accc:aplished i n an emergency. 
13. Burst disks receptiv e at 220 - 236 psia. Relief valve s open at 225 -248 psia and 
r e seat at about 220 psia. Some loss of helium i s t o be expected throughout these 
ranges. 
14. If indicator failed , S/M RCS A(B,C,D) l i ght will not be illumated. If sensor 




DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
PAGE 2 OF 3 
IR™ARKS 
15. Quad is f'ully t'unctio!'lal on r edundant r egulator ass embl y . I:' :;:res sure was between 
185 - 194 psia the primary regulator has f ailed and the secondary r e8,llat or was 
controlling Redundancy i!'l the affect ed l eg l ost and should be us ed only as a last 
resort in case of failure closed in the other leg. If second set of r egulators fail 
cycle S/M RCS HELIUM l or 2 sw to maintain adequate manifold pressure . 
16. Pressure will decr ease with us e of t r.e quad and t he li;;ht (if c~.) ·•ill exting-
uish when pressure drops b el ow 2l5 psia. 
Quad is f'ully functional on r edur:dar.t r egulator assembl y . If pr essur e was between 
185 - 194 psia the primary r egulator has fai l ed and the secondary r egulator was 
controlling Redundancy in t he affected l eg l ost and should be used -::~l y as a last 
r esort in case of f ailure ~l osed in the ot her l eg . If seco~d set : f r egulator s f ai l 
cycle S/M RCS HELIUM 1 or 2 sw t o maintain adequate mani f ol d pressure . 
SYST™ RCS-2 
i DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
I 
' s/c 012 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
S/ M RCS PRESS 
He LOW or DECREASING 
PROCEDURES I 
l~ - SCS .. CHANNEL . s~s-- A&C- ROLL . (w ROLL) 
and PITCH (YAW) - OFF 
2 . DIRECT RCS - OFF -
3. S/M RCS A (B,c,D) HELIUM 1&2 sws - OFF 
4. S/ M RCS A (B,C,D) PROPELLANT sw - OFF 
5. Monitor S/M RCS PRESS He -
6. Does the pressure decrease? - ·--· -· 
NO. I 
l' 
1. Monitor S/ M RCS PRESS MANF 
~ _ Does t he pre.:'sur_!_~~'::.: a_s:2, 
YES . 
_. 
1. When in range of MSFN: 
2. S/M RCS A ( B,C , D) PROPELLANT sw - o:: 
3. Monitor FUEL and/ or OX FUEL -
MANIFOLD PRESSURE BY MSFN 






HELIUM LEAK i 
UPSTREAM OF I 
HELIUM I 





HELIUM LEAK BET'.JEEN 
THE HELIUM ISOLATION 
VALVES AND THE CHECK 
VALVES 
LEAK BETWEEN THE CHECK 
VALVES AND THE PROPEL-
LANT ISOLATION VALVES 
RENP.;'.KS ! 
. ---- - ------ - ·-· 
SYSTEM RCS-3 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
r 
SECTION 9. 1 .4 
EPS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPTOMS 
CRYOGENICS 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
02 (H2) PRESS LIGHT ILLUMINATES 
02 (H2) TANK 1 (AND/OR 2) PRESSURE LOW 
o2 (H2) TANK 1 (AND/OR 2) PRESSURE HIGH 
o2 (H2) TANK 1 (AND/OR 2) PRESSURE HIGH 
FUEL CELLS 
F/C 1 (2 OR 3) LIGHT ILLUMINATES 
FUEL CELL MODULE TEMP CON EXH HIGH 
FUEL CELL MODULE TEMP CONT EXH LOW 
FUEL CELL 1 (2 or 3) CIR & SEP MOTORS (AC) 
C/B OPEN 
FUEL CELL FLOW - o2(H2) - HIGH 
FUEL CELL FLOW - o2(H2) - LOW 
F/C 1 (2 OR 3) PH - HIGH - FLAG STRIPED 
02 REG OUT PRESS HIGH - FLAG STRIPED 
H2 REG OUT PRESS HIGH - FLAG STRIPED 
o2 & H2 REG OUT PRESS - HIGH OR 
02 & H2 & N2 REG OUT PRESS HIGH 
F/C 1 (2 or 3) RAD OUT TEMP - LOW 
FUEL CELL 1 (2 OR 3) MODULE SKIN TEMP LOW 
( <375°F) 
FUEL CELL 1 (2 or 3) MODULE SKIN 













lb 2. 00 
le 3. 00 
ld 4.00 
le 5, 00 
lf 6. 00 
lg 7. 00 
lh 8 . 00 
li 9. 00 





















PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
(CONTINUED) 
SYMPTOMS NO . STEP PAGE 
POWER DISTRIBUTION 
MN BUS A (B) UNDERVOLT LIGHT-ON 
DC VOLTS '> 26V 1 1 30 
DC VOLTS METER INDICATES PYRO BATTERY 
A(B) BELOW 35 VOLTS 2 1 31 
BATTERY CHGR OUTPUT CURRENT DROPS TO ZERO 
& CIRCUIT BREAKERS BATTERY CHARGER MN A&B OPEN 3 1 32 
BATT CHGR OUTPUT CURRENT ZERO 
(IN ALL SWITCH POSITION) 4 1 33 
DC INDICATORS - BAT BUS A(B), DC 
VOLTS 27-30 & DC AMPS ~ ZERO WITH 
BUS SWS OFF 5 1 34 
BATT CHGR VOLTAGE 40 VDC AND CURRENT 
ZERO WHEN CHARGING BATTERY A(B,C) 6 1 36 
INV 1 (2 or 3) TEMP 2 190°F 
(MSFN MONITORING CAPABILITY) 7 1 37 
AC BUS FAIL LIGHT ILLUMINATED 8 1 40 
AC BUS FAIL LIGHT & AC BUS 1 (2) 
OVERLOAD LIGHT ILLUMINATED 9 1 42 
AC BUS 1 & 2 FREQUENCY INDICATES 
( 393 CPS OR >407 CPS 
(SINGLE INVERTER OPERATION) 10 1 45 
AC BUS FAIL LIGHT ILLUMINATED & 
AC BUS 1 (2) VOLTAGE <90v (DUAL INVERTER) 11 1 46 
AC BUS FAIL LIGHT ON AFTER 
AC INVERTER 2 (1) IS APPLIED TO AC BUS 2(1) 12 1 47 
MN BUS A & B UNDERVOLT LIGHT, AC BUS 1 & 2, 
& F/C BUS DISCONNECT LIGHTS ILLUMINATE 
(DUAL INVERTER CONFIGURATION) 13 1 49 
MN BUS A&B UNDERVOLT LIGHT, AC BUS 1&2 & 
F/C BUS DISCONNECT LIGHTS ILLUMINATE 
(SINGLE INVERTER CONFIGURATION) 14 1 50 
la 
AC BUS 1 & 2 
' FREQ INDICATES 
393 CPS or 407 cps 
"single INV 
OPERATION 
1 . PHASE LOCK Sw-ON 
2 . Verify rnv PHASE 
SYNC PWR C' ' E 'S-
1 f r ee:_ 393 t o 407 cps .. , lteplace INV H2) I • I CTE . with INV 2(1) Malfunction 
OPEN I freq = 393 or 407 
3. Monitor frequency t-------------. 
1. PHASE LOCK Sw-OFF 
2 . AC :aus 1&2 RESET-OFF 
3. AC INV 2!1)-MN B(A)-ON 
4. AC INV 1 2 ) - AC BUS 1&2- 0FF 
5- AC rnv 1 2) MN A(B)-OFF 
6. AC INV 2 1 )-AC BUS 1 & 2 - ON 
7- AC EUS 1&2 RESET-ON 
freq - 400 cps · I Inverter 1(2) 
I Monitor: .l - --- • oscillator failure 













INV 1(2 or 3) 
TEMP) 190 "F 
MSFN Monitoring · 
capability 
SYSTEM EPS-2 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
1. Set dual Inv. Configure 
2. Balance & hold loads steady 
for 10 minutes 
3. Record: 
I 
llECS RAfl OUTLET ~>-97°F I Ref ECS I , 
Symp No . 
Rotate inverters 
as requ ired to 
keep temps below 
C/ W trip valves 
ECS Glycol 
Pump failure ! 
.I • I or extensive I 
leakage 
(a) Mission elapsed time 
(b) Approximate history of AC 
load switching during the 
5 minutes prior to sump 
activation 
(c) ECS RAD OUTLET TEMP 
ECS RAD OUTLET TE2'IP < 97°F I 
1. At end of 10 min-
communication loads & 
Battery charger to normal 
Inverter's bus 
INV 1 ( 2 or -3) Temp~l60°F 
MS?'.:- 1:JV t e mp 
160°F or less 
tal ance a nd hcl ::. 
load s tea dy fo:!' 
1 hour 
MSFN monitor I 
INV 1 (2 or 3) temp INV 1 (2 or 3) temp increases 
All I NV ecpal i n temp 
?a-.;.l t y IKV ' s t emp increases 
Lo,_ 
Shutdown & 
Confirm mission ! 
schedule us ing 
affected inverter 
as require d f or 
dual i nvert er 
comp 
MSFN-Crew option 
to shutdown & 
isolate faulty ..... 
inverter depending 




load switching , 
Invernal INV 
problem dependent 
on load demand 







PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9 .1. 5 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPTOM 
SYMPTOMS NUMBER 
ONE CREWMAN HAS DEGRADED OR NO INTERCOM CAPABILITY 1 
ALL CREWMEN HAVE DEGRADED OR NO INTERCOM CAPABILITY 2 
CONTINUOUS BACKGROUND NOISE IN ONE OR MORE CREWMENS' 3 
HEADSET 
ONE CREWMAN LOSS OF EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING TELE- 4 
COMMUNICATIONS: VHF-AM OR S- BAND 
ALL CREWMEN LOSE VHF-AM OPERATION (IN-FLIGHT) 5 
ALL CREWMEN LOSE USBE VOICE OPERATION (MODES A,Bl,B2,0R C) 6 
ALL CREWMEN LOSE USBE VOICE OPERATION (MODES DORE) 7 
MSFN REPORTS VHF-FM TELEMETRY POOR OR LOST 8 
UHF UPDATA AND REAL-TIME COMMANDS NOT RECEIVED BY s/c 9 
S-BAND UPDATA AND REAL-TIME COMMANDS NOT RECEIVED 10 
BY s/c (S-BAND VOICE NORMAL) 
MSFN REPORTS PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LOSS OF C-BAND TRACKING 11 
MSFN REPORTS TV RECEPTION LOST (OR POOR) S-BAND VOICE 12 
& DATA NORMAL) 
NO VOICE RECORD FLAG INDICATION WHEN ATTEMPTING VOICE 13 
RECORDING (INTERCOM NORMAL) 
VHF-AM POOR OR LOST AFTER SPLASHDOWN 14 
HF VOICE POOR OR LOST AFTER SPLASHDOWN 15 
MSFN REPORTS LOSS OF VHF-FM DATA AND C-BAND RANGING (VHF- 16 
AM AND S-BAND NORMAL) 









































1 !Audio Center (A/c) POWER SW -
Alternate position - (VOX or PrT) 
2 
3 
(a) Inter~om normal -
- After switching to 
PI1T 
- After switching to 
vox 
intercom 
com using translational 
T button (without 
(b) Background noise 
VHF-AM sw - (A/C2 
verify VHF sid 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE 1 




(la) Crewman limited to PrT 




"hot mike" capability. 
(2) This ep can be accom-
plish only by the CP and SP. 
P uld go directly to step 6. 
Crewman limited to VOX 
mode of keying. Loss of 
VHF-AM and S-Band voice 
capability. 
·-· VHF sidetone can be veri-
fie~egardless of VHF-AM 
(MDC-2~switch posi tion. 
Telecormnunications System 




(2a) A/C PrT circuit 
failure. 
(2b) Cobra cable PrT 
circuit failure. 
(3a) A/C i ntercom 
ci rcui t f ailur e. 
) 
11oss OF ~ :-ia,,•= as "l c r -,wmar. loss of VHF- AM c omm . " 1 I S-BAND .. ffmi ted Uppe r or lower 
S- BAND liaJTsc a f e to one an t . & , 2KMC SCIN 
l . Seiect alte rnate ant . restricted SC I l antenna failur e1 
2 . Re- orient s/ c for optimum or::en':a tion I 
1 crewman ,.... ant . coverage t I Mode s A,Bl, 1- 3 . Moni tor S- BAND ANT meter Voice ·reR"ained IUSBE primary I I B2 or C ' c rewmen for phase l ock 1. Manua lly change w 1X ponder failure l X ponde r unit Voice 1 im:i. t ·ed to: 
2 . Configure sws to Voi ce no t r egained· 
alte rnate mode VHF-AM-T/M, T/V 'I IPMP ( voice circuit 
.I. , i"e r ify A/C S- Band half s c ale ranging, , s till j 1railure 
t Sw - (MDC- 23) NOT available on in mu te S-.BAND 
~. Monit or S-Band ANT half ·sc al e s-BAND operation 9:ower ampl .1 Voice r egained ~eter f or phase l ock 
l limited to power 
bypass mode 
I ampl . mode failure Degraded T/M 
Verify CTE opera tio.1CTE normal 1. S- BAND FWR AMPL - LOW po· . r voice limited : cTE fa ilure I 2 . s B/JID _ X POJrDER FWR AMPL Vo ice not regained via VHF and with CTE t l to VHF-AM ' MSFN no norma 
Voice r ega ined Use high mode ILow mode of pwr, 
Verify S- Ba '.'ld Sw (MDC-26) J of pwr ampl 1ampl failure i 1. Voice & R/T T/ M 
: :. ':)d~ s D&E: no t in mute 
Vo i ce not regained 
limited to PM YIM mode failure I S- Band pwr amp l. - HIGH Voice not r ega i ned IConfigure S- BAND Voice regained 2 . mode or VHF. or total pwr ampl.l l l'o:;:: Mode A • 
D/ T .T/ M limi t edl failure I 
to VHF-FM. 
'Nn TV 
Normal 70 kc· updat8j "Updata limi t ed . 'emodulator 1 
J I to UHF I ailure ' ·_; :,,ci a t a & R/ T 1. UPDATA sw - UHF ~c!Jllla nds no t ,,., Verify UHF updat e 
~· -::ceived by 
normal 
ri Not no rma l 
Horma1 I Ground station 
s/c ( vi a S-Band) .. I pr o bl ems 
IRepea t over . ano"t!ier 
l ground sta_:t;~on All updat a c apabil ity ·- Not normal l 'J Dl -.· q~~JJIIh:>nt lost. Voic e updatin,7 
r e quired F ailure 
Power amplifier lPartial power ·· -J 
S-BAJJD FWR TV regained , operati on s limited amplifier failu _· 
AMPL Sw.- ( HIGH or LOW) J : I'\" l.:>st or poor : to one mode al terna te pos .; 
HIGH or LOW -
TV regai°ned Discontinue use of l 'i'V c abl i ng or .J 
failed receptacl e , 1rcceptacle fa ilur 
I Connect- TV cable! SYSTE)! T/C-1 TV not r egained to No. 1 TV ! I receptacle : rv not r egained l loss of TV I rv 11ystem fairiirel 
or t otal power DATE FEB. 16, 1967 t c apabil i t y amplifier failure 
s/c 012 
1 crewman 
Degraded or I •I 
no intercom ! 
capability 
All crewmen 
Pl"!' (Intercom normal) ! 
A/C POWER 
Sw.-Alter- _ 
nate posi ton I No i -~tercom : 
_( ~ _ ~ Y._O ~ ) . I 




SYSTEM T/C-2 I .. l. Intercom Sw - OFF 
Use Pl"!' for 
~_eyi~ 
_J 
Use Trans. controller l •I· C;;b~a-· C~ble elect. I I 
Pl"!' {without -------- connector- Emerg • 
speak~-~~ __ __ _ ··--
~· No background noise! 
ii B~c_k~ou~~ :io_~se ! 
Connect & USE 
spare cobra 
cable 
Sidetone normal ; , 
VHF-AM Sw (A/C) 1•--""---:-~~~-------------.. '11 
T/R-verify · !i~ide~onej 
sidetone 
Use VHF sidetones 
for intercom 
or cobra cable 
elect. connector-
~ -
I l I Int~•=·.,,..,, 
Use alternate 
headset . 1 ·Nointercoa I 
l -----------
- & Intercom normal ' 
Remove diode & i _ 
filter assembly - I No intercom ' 
from cobra cable 
J 
_ Intercom normal i Connect & utilize t'"~;.;.;;;,;,;;~;;;.;.;;.;;;;;;,;, ________________ .J 











Diode & Riller 
assembly 
. _failure 
Cobra ca bl e 
failure 
Cobra Cabl e elect] 
1 connector-EMERG • I 
A/C module 
fail~e 
...I USE VHF-AM 
for intercom -1 I 
Intercom bus 
shorted to grd. 1 
2. VHF-AM A/C - T/R 
3. Verify sidetone No--slcfetorie J Ref EPS Proced. Loss of Flight 
& Post Landing ' I 
Bus 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
-1 I No. 
--· - ·----- - - ·• --·---
-------- - Normal Cobra cable A/ C . --------, f -. 1 crelor.llar. Power Sw-:?l'T :.. e i ect. cJnnector- : ,_ . Module ! 
I 
- ·--- -- F.MERG 1a.ilure 
Loss of VHF-Al-1 _ In I - Verify normal N . t . --=--------J 
comunicati~ns I •1 fligh t • 3 crewman ir.tercom .. o in ercom : 
,. 
I - Ref . COMM , 
placed 1 ' 
1. Energize USBE Signal regained ; VHF-AM c1sab l e VHF- AM Front 
(MODE A) . ____ .. ____ . - in simp: ex oc,dec :, end No . 2 i 
2 . ::.:t RCVR S>g,,al ~ t u gain,d 1 - c - - -··- . ooly. fa,1= , 
I 
• Signal r egai.ned _ VHF-."1-1 usable _ V'rlF ;,._111 ?r:mt 
~;AM RCVR _I Sigiia"1' ·oo-i ' regai_n~d- ~~ ]~-~~:.c:x :nJde • ~:fl;;; ;r 
VHF-AM keying 
re lay failed c losed 
4, !'.e:: ::-i c -: S /~ 
. Signal regainec! - ~·-·:"lta : :.0;1 & Uooer 0r 1-,wer 
JHF ANT. - . . ~: :..:.:.ed t .:- ::n :-- \rij, S&N a.~tenna ~:a!: ~~) on , &.'.. :e1:~,a :a:.bre 
Re orient S/C f or 
optimum ant . - --- -- - -
c~".e_rage Signal not regained _ VEF-AM Sw . _ VHF- AM ·- ··-- -
• (11DC-2J) - - . . 
) FF . system failure 
. ---
i . Verify VHF ANT. ...- -- __ _ _ 
I.--+ After ---+ RECOVERY Signal regained 1 _ '.71? -.:..l-i _ lici t -ic ~ to _ One receiver f r ont 
splashdo= 2 · VHF-AM RCVR - Jr.e mo~e :>~,:._;,_ex - end i noperative · 
Sw.-Alternate s · 1 t . d ' or du::-1 ex position ( 1 '.) r 2 ) igna no regaine ·l ._ ____ _____ J 
1 s · l . · VHF beac::n :c.r:d ---V:iF--------• 
igna regained VHF-AN !ll'..IBt _ , . recovery 
1 VHF-Al' RCVR-1 • - h !-' ' •.,, • - .-,!'! t . l'lo . 2 I 
2: Coax ;onnectors ( w~~~e / · - ~ · • · ("::,lock)' failure 
{MDC-9)-Reverse Signal not re - ; - d• 
r----------- =----------1 oonneotors ga n, , 1 
SYST™ T/C-J 1. If unuseable, 
VHF AM--OFF Recovery comm . 
2 . Restore coax • l i mited t o VHF VHF-AM trans- 1 
DATE FEB. 16, 1967 connectors t o • . beacon & HF :- mi~ter-receiver I 
original con- trans ceiver failure ' 
s/c 012 figuration 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9 .1.6 
ECS MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPI'OM 
OXYGEN SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM 
o2 FLOW Hi C&W Lite - ON 
FLOW o2 indicator - HIGH 
FLOW o2 indicator - LOW 
SURGE TANK PRESSURE HIGH 
SURGE TANK PRESSURE LOW 
100 psig o2 circuit pressure HIGH 
100 psig o2 circuit pressure LOW 
20 psig o2 circuit pressure HIGH 
20 psig o2 circuit pressure LOW 
PRESSURE SUIT CIRCUIT SUBSYSTEM 
CO 2 PP Hi C&W Lite - ON 
PART PRESS CO 2 indicator - HIGH 
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE CARTRIDGE SEIZURE 
Ballooned P.G.A. 
Clinging P.G.A. 
LOW SUIT FLOW 
Suit temperature HIGH 
Suit humidity HIGH 
CABIN PRESS & TEMP CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
CABIN PRESS - HIGH 
CABIN PRESS - LOW 
CABIN TEMP~ HIGH 




































































Cabin humidity HIGH 
WATER/GLYCOL COOLANT SUBSYSTEM 
GLYCOL TEMP Low C&W Lite - ON 
ECS RAD OUTLET TEMP - LOW 
ECS RADIATOR TEMP 1 or 2 - LOW 
ECS RAD OUTLET TEMP - HIGH 
Glycol evaporator outlet temp - HIGH 
Glycol evaporator outlet temp - LOW 
PRESS GLY DISCH - LOW 
GLY ACCUM QUANTITY - LOW 
GLY ACCUM QUANTITY - HIGH 
WATER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM 
Potable HOT H20 temperature LOW 
H20 transfer failure 
WATER quantity decrease rate HIGH 
Gas leakage into H
2
0 subsystem 
Potable and Waste water pressure HIGH 
WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM 
Unable to du.mp urine 
Low vacuum suction 
Fecal canister vacuum LOW 
POST LANDING SUBSYSTEM 































































- - -- - --·- ---- ---- - -- --- .. ·----- -- ---- --~------ - - ---- ------- - ·---.; 
'-
Verify I 11 SUIT EVAP GLYCOL-ON I .SUIT TEMP a 2 : SUIT BT/ EXCH-GLY/ EVAF 
HIGH , 3. SUIT EVAP SW- MAN 
4. SUIT EVAP VALVE- OFF 
DO=S STIT -~ CORRECTED BY I J --  I ':'EViP DEC.t\E.ASE? .- CONTROL POSITION 
NO 
I IS GLY EVAP I ":~ I REFER TO ECS I 
O'JTLEI' TEMP HIGH? .. MALFUNCTION PROC. NO. 33 i 
I :;o 
IS S1JIT TEMP !;2 TRANSIENT 
>6:) °F? OVERTEMP CONDITION · 
YES 
IS CABIN I °!-=::: ·----- I SUIT TEMP CONTROL i 
I'El1P CONTROL .. , DOFF SUIT"., I .. LOST WITH GLYCOL I 
llORMAL? ------ COOLING 
NO 
rmrns SUIT HX I -, I coss oF AOTO TEMP 
EVAP MODE DOES SUIT TEMP YES ' CONTINUE .. CONTROL OF SUIT HX 
1. SUIT r./ :SXCH- EVAP • I DECREASE? I ·I EVAP MODE I OUTLET OR DIVERTER 
2 . S;JIT 3\'AP SW- AUTO --- - ------ VALVE FAILURE 
3. SUI? 'i:.VJ>.:P VALVE- A::' -
NO 
SYSTEM ECS-1 I I ISOLATE - ·11 1 OPEN DIRECT 02 I I ALL SUIT COOLiNG-
SURGE TANK ~------------.... VALVE AS REQ. .. INEFFECTIVE I (UNTIL AFTER FOR SUI'l' COOLING DATE FEB. 16, 1967 I CM/ SM SEP) I 
s/c · 012 
H O ACCUM- AUTO 1 or ~ 
D,•i;S o_ FLCJw ' YES ( 30TH) , 
- I (E.fternate) ■ . ---- - . . 
Sl'.:ll SUI1 .. :•1IDIT'_° ~ AUTOMi\TIC 
(CLOSED S:JI1' LOO! . . !L.O ACC llN Sw- MA1i 
~ ~:;~~~~~: ;~\;Le, Lm.J .l O!ILY \ DOES HUMIDITY I YES CO!lTROL CIRCUIT . . . ./I':'H JUI';' r-: )W & - - . ,1;0 ACCUM 1 & THIBE ~- ; :; 
DECREASE? l(OR 2) ACCUM. :iS!:-- ncn1-1;. :.. , l:' SEC/ OFF 
FAILED .. . ,.__ ..._ - . . .. ...... _ ..__ .. ✓.., • • i..---~- -~-· --·------- - -· 
N01 
, .. 
AllTOM.\TIC 9 1~7 .l'i\: -, .R ·1 - · :LO .\CCUM-MA!l corrrROL CIRCUIT ~~ ~~-~ .~ •• 1 - ~ ' 
( t .LTE:'J!ATE) 2 . Hig ACC UM l :, r 2 . OF BOT!! 
0 10 SEC / OFF . ACCU! !J!.A'.roR.3 
(.\S REQUIRED F'O:l 11).,T 
:Eil"J.IDI TY ClH.-:':1J L 
NO 
,, .\u":10!' - re _, __ .. , -·r::,::-y I YES . OO:lTi· L CIRC.TIT 
:s2r2 ..... t? I l( or .! ) .~CCl-i.\ . 
I t FAI LBD 
- -- . - - -H O ACCUMULATOR ! 
~lJ.PJAL VAL VE - I 
~t~li 1 (AND THEN 
M,\J; 2) FOR lJ 
SEC THEN OFF j 
,. 
.. - - - - - - ------·-· --·- -· - AUTOMATIC 1 . H_O ACCOM S'w- MAN 
2. !'. -<0 ACCUM l or 2 - ON 10 MA! PJAL COtlTROL - CONTROL CIRCUIT . :;Ec /O!"F (A:C F.E;;, FOR OF ALTE2.:::.T;::; OF BOTH ACCCM. 
HUMIDITY CO!r'rrt~L AC'::iI'.·I LOST : - - .. -- - ~ ·-- -,. 
- - -·--- ·- - ---- -- ;LE::T~1lC.lL :vl\"l i.u ~ D'JEJ FLO'w 0 , MAJf~_;LLY CYCLE FAILURE ::in 
1:: -;:..::ASE ·,.1iILE YES H C .~CC:TT.·l 1 AND/ . DOES SUIT :::.3 . DIAPHIUM RUP:rURE OF . 
0~ 2 s:::-::::ful.L :!IlMlllIT·: l>:C:Ci-'.EAJE? -EI1'13il 02 ?::Ji'H - ONE OR 00TH 
i·l,'._;:-J.>.L VALVE OPE:l THIE:S - -- . - ·- ··-. -
ACCUMULATORS - - - -
-
, . .. 
· •- ·• 
- · - ---- - --- .. --
PROBAJ3LE 
ISYS= I 
. USE DiitECT RUPTURE OF. ECS-2 0 TO MAI!lTAIN -
~ COMFORT B:lTB D!APHaAMS .. 
.. . -- . --· 
DATE FEB . 16 , 1967 
s/c 01 2 
------- - - ---- - -
HIGH GLYCOL 
EVAP OUTLET 
TEMP ( 50 . 5°F· 
I >) 97-.F . I REFER TO ECS I ~ HIGH ECS RAD 
Ill !1ALFUNCTIOR PROC. NO . 31 -----• OUTLET TEMP 
) ,1 c, · 49 °F 1 
GLY PRESS RELIEF 
:::LY PRESS 1 i JOES '.;LY J YES 2 ~ BYPASS VALVE 1 
RELIEF BYPASS ------ EVhP OUTLET -------------------- AND/ OR 2 FAILED 




l&:' - t_t1:-:-: 
SWITCJi EVAP SNSRS 
J 36 & J 39 3 
EVAP MALFUNCTION 
COJ!T . ON 
PAGE 2 OF 3 
A 
YES DOES CLY ZVAP OUTLE: 
Ti!:t'lP DECREASE? t--------------------N 
GLY EVAP TEMP 
I: : SWITCH - MAN 
GLY EVAP TEMP 
Ill VALVE - COOL 4 
J 38 or J39 
SENSORS FAILED 
1. FL·::; EV~ TOO s:::::.3Jil 
ilN I T INTO J 3= or J ;3 
2 . EVAF TEMP SENSOR ·J:¾ I T 
SH r::::i - TIIT,ET 
::ioEs CLY EVAP I ·,-:::s ~ ;1J ..:;-J ALLY coNThGL 




~ < :,c . 5 °F I EVAP OUTLET I I Ill TEMP GAGE 
FAILURE 
:;~y :::·; . .\.F Ii\LET '!'E:-~ 
?(JWER DOWN TO MAINTAIN CLY I !Iii 
EVAP OUTLET 60 °F C 6 
CLY EVAP TEMP , 
IN (MIXlNG ) 
VALVE FAILURE ' 
~~-I 
1. EVAPORATOR OPmATION 
NOT REQUIRED. 
2 • REFER TO STEP 15 TO 
VERIFY EVAP OPERATION. 
3 . WHILE SlwITCHING J38 - J39, 
ELECTRICALLY DEACTIVATE EVAP 
& MIXING VALVE. 
4 . SET CAREFULLY TO KEEP GLY 
EVAP OUTLET TEMP 45 + 3"F. 
5 . WHILE IN MIXING MODE. 
6 . TEMP 50. 5 60°F INDICATES 
A MALFUNCTION, BUT ARE 
ACCEPI'ABLE FOR LIMITED OPERATION. I 
IF UNABLE TO REDUCE T™P 60°F 
OR POWER UP REQUIRED, MANUAI.LY 




DATE FEB. 16, 1967 
s/c 012 
- -
PAG'i° ~ -OF -~ I 
_@ _  _ 
CONT. FRCl! j 
PAGE 'l OF 31 ·1···· 
~
Y EVAP 10.09 0.18 PSIA ~ PLUG EVAP TEMl'.,., I I EVA? TEMP ·· I ➔ :3 CLY EVA? I-!iLET] YES ~ GLY EVAP 
STEAM PRESS to--------- SENSOR UNIT IN, 0 • SENS0R SWITC:-i ------- :::::-:F OUTLET" -------• OUTLE'I' TEMP 
J38 o::- J39 IllLET _ _ __ _ GAGE FAILURE 
0:10 I ~. ~-_P_~IA 
PSIA ; --
1. GLY EV AP STEAM 
PRESS - MAN 
2 . GLY EVAP STEAM 
PRESS SWITCH -
3. 
INCR (FULL CLOSED) 
PO'wER DOWN s/c 
l. CLY EVAP STEAM 
7 
DC2S ;:;iA:P STEAM 
::o CLY EVAP WATER 
I .. COllTROL BYPASS -PR::ss r;;cREASE? I 
011 1 Mrn/oFF e I ti _. 
YES 
1 
:;1,y -S::VAP WATER 
.,_ -----~--Ill COJ:TROL BYPASS -
ON 30 SEC/OFF 
YES SWITCH EVAP 
. 
----N• 2. 
PRESS - MAN H Jj3S CLY EVAP 
GLY EVAP STEAM ST'EJ.Y. PRESS ... SNSRS J 38 -
PRESS SWITCH - DECF2.:..SE? J 39 3 
DECR 
NO I 





CONT . PAGE 3 OF 
0 
JI:) 
SWITCH EVAP SNSRS 
J38 & J 39 3 
GLY EVAP STEAM 
PRESS - AUTO 
=·) 3S GLY EVAP I YES~ D) ES CLY EVAP ~ S J38 OR J39 
:::~.M PRESS INCR 01.!'.:'LET TEMP SENSOR OR 




! NO 1 NO 
PLUG EVAP TEMP 
UNIT JNTO EV AP 
SNSRS J 38 or J39 
EVAP TEMP SENSOR 
UNIT SWITCH - WICK 
NO 
I I S WICK 'I'El'.F 40~ 
YES 
* 
CLY EVAP STEAM 
PRESS SW - INCR 
UNTIL WICK TEMP 
40°F 9 THEK 
GLY STEAM PRESS 
SW - AUTO 
1 
:;1y EVA? STEAM I DOES CLY EVAF OUTLE'I' 
PRESS SW - AUTC1 TEMP DECR TO ,:::JRMAL? 
NO 
• 









7. CHECK FOR FROZEN OR 
DRY WICK . 
8 . WICK SERVICING. DELAY 5 
MINUTES BEFORE REACTIVATING 
GLYCOL EVAP IN AUTO MODE. 
9 . CLOSE BACK PRESSURE 
VALVE TO THAW WICK AND 
REESTAllILSH BOILING, A1!0UT 
. 15-30 MINUTES REQPIRED. 
- ··- -
SYSTD! ECS-3 
DATE FEB . 16 , 1967 
s/c 012 
PAC?: 2 OF ~ I 
0 
CONT. FROM 




CONT . FROM 
PAGE 2 OF 3 ' 
EVAP TE!1P SENSOR 
UNIT - NULL 
CYCLE GLY EVAP 
H_•J SNI'lCH. 10 
-
. . 




CLY EVAP STEAM PRESS 
SWITCH - AUTO 
CLY EVAP H;,O SWITCH - 'FF 
ORIENT S/ CwITH STEAM 
DUCT OUTLET TO KEAT SOURCE 
DOES GL Y EV M' OUTLEI' YES 





DOES CLY EVAP YES ' 
OUTLET TEMP 
DECR 43° F? 
1 ~o
EVAF Ht VAL"v'E - OFF 
CYC LE LY EV/J' 
WATER CON7ROL BY?ASS 
VALVE 
CLY EVAP H 0 




DCES GL Y F.V AP ES :2 
OUTLET T:°2·'.T r 
DECR 4 3°F? 
llO 
•• 
ro·,.;u ;,, ,:· :ro 
~ 
l"JIDITI.: ·. ,-; ~s . 
OUTLET TE.."'fP 60°F 
POwER DO'w'N TO MAIN1'Arn 14 
EVAf' OUTLET TU'!P 60 °F ---------------------------------
CLY EVAP CC• NTROLLER 
( WATER SEC1' ) FAILURE 
SVAP WATER VALVE 
ELECTRICAL FAILUlli: 
EVAP FAILURE 





10 . MANUAL C::JKTROL OF 
WATER TO WICK . 
11 • MANUAL CQ;;1'ROL 
OF WATER REQUIRED. 
12 . MANUAL BYPASS OF 
WATF.H RFQUTRU•. 
13 . EXCESSIVE TIME 
DELAY MAY BE REQUIRED. 
14 . CA.BIN PRESSURE 
RELI EF MAY NOT BE 
POSSIBLE THitOUGB 
STEAM DUCT • 
SYSTD'l ECS-3 
DATE FEB . 16, 1967 
s/ c 012 
PAGE 3 OF 3 
BALLOONED P . G • A . 
CIDSED SUIT IDOP ~ 
IS CABIN 
PfilSS LOW? : 
NO I 
IS FLOW ' 








VAL VE-CLOSED , 
2 . SUIT TEST SELECT-OFF 
-ISP.-· G.A~ ! 
NOrtMA.L? 
! -YES I 






FEB. 16, 1967 
012 
-- ---- --
REFER TO ECS 
MALFUNCTION PROC; NO. 22_1 
REFER TO ECS j 
MALFUNCTION PROC. NO. 22 ! 
SUIT DEMAND RID I 
CYCLE OFF-IS 
P.G.A . NORMAL?-
RETURN TO 1 & 2 
1--YES ! 
SUIT DEMAND REC-1 . , I · TIS • I 
IS P.G.A. NORMAL? • 
SUIT D:DWID RID ! 
NO. 2 FAILED OPEN 1 
1--~i 
-- - -- -- - -----
SUIT DEMAND REC-2. 1 I m; '. ~ 
IS P .G.A. NORMAL? 
1 
--
SUIT DEMAND RID 
NO . 1 FAILED OPEN 
i N°.._1 
1. SUIT DEMAND JID;--OFF ; 
2 . SUIT-OPEN 
3. SUIT AIR RETURN 
SCREEN CLEAN 
·-- . --·· -- ·-- - ·- - ·~ 
l --
- a YES 
DO PP CO AND CABIN ] 
HUMIDITY2INCREASE? , 
NO 
CIDGGED DEBRIS TRAP 
OR PLUMBING DOWNSTREAM I 
OF DEBRIS TRAP-CLOSED 
SUIT LOOP NOT USABLE 1 
. - --- ---·-- - •---
CLOGGED SUIT OUTLEI' MAIIIFOLD ' 
OR PLUMBING OBSTRUCTION '1 
UPSTREAM OF DEBRIS TRAP-
CLOSED SUIT LOOP NOT USABLE I 
I -
-·- Y1:S . -- ·-
FLOW 0 ~ VERIFY MAIN lX)ES FLOW O 2 
, MAINO REG 1 OR 2 FAILED 
,:_ - o
2 
JID;-t:ORH;._L - - & JID; ksrosITION LOW - - INCREASE? -. . ----··· ------- · . -· ,, - -· - ··- ·- --
! !!~ -
YES -- . IS SURGE TK - REFER TO ECS PRESS 150 PSIA? - MALFUNCTION NO. 4 -·------ ·· · - . -··-·- - .. 
I NO i __ , 
! 
W ES O FLOw YES / · SURGE TK PRESS DECREASE ONLY 
DIRECT 0 - I NC~E A:;]) / JF. - FLOW O SE!lSOR/ · 
OPEN/OFF
2 - SUnGE TK PRESS - CIRCUifY FAILURE .' . . DECREASE? .. . ·- - .. -
- - - --- - -
- .YES/BO':'li . HO 
- -- - - . YES ·- ----. .. .. - - - ··· ·- - -
- IS CABIN I - REFER TO ECS l - PRESS LOW? - -~CT.I_()N_ P!_l.OCED~ NO. 22_1 -- . ---
1-NO_: 
---- . - ·- ---·---- -
BOTH MAIN REI;S FAILED 1 FLOW O? METER 
OUT OF . CALIBRATION - : 'OR LINE BLOCKED : . . - --- - --
. 
t 
YES - -· · - -
SYSTEM ECS 
DATE FEB. l ~ 
... .. ·-
lX)ES SURGE TK \/UPPLY .LINE ____ \ REMOVE CAF & CYCLE , 
FLSS '=&, SUPPL':' s / o - PRESS DECREASE B CKAGE UPSTREAM 
VALVE EN/ OFF ! - AND O FLOW NO OF FLSS VALVE - . - · - -- -- - FROM hss VALVE? - - - - --- ---- ·· -- ·--- . - . -
7 
s/c 012 
---- -- ---- D a h..«a //.;,7/~ z 
-) 
-· 
NO CO PP HI i CO PP HI - DOES PP co,, ~ Ci w CIRCUIT I C&~ LITE - Oil r GAGE INDI CATE . 
. - > 7 . 6 MM HG ? FAILURE , 
-
l ~s 
IS MANUAL CO2 
NO .I . PART PRESS CO2 I . 1 PART PRESS CO
2 
7 PP TEST HIGH? GAGE FAILURE ' 
GAGE HIGH ! YES REFER TO ECS . 
J YES 
- MALFUNCTION PROC . NO . 15 
IS SUIT 
FLOW LOW? CHANGE OLDEST 








I S L!Oii CARTRIDGE ~ 
C!"l.ANGE NEAR DUE? 
OPEN DIRECT~ - I NO FDR 10 SEC . ES -:.."'E2 ~• IDES FF CD , I YES . TRANSIENT i . PP CO ~ECREASE rl rtEI-Fl~I ;iORl'JAL? I r . CONDITION 1 
TO NO L? I NO 
! NO . cof SENSOR I 
FA LURE · 
CHA.:lCE OLDEST 
►I FAULTY LI OH 
CARTRID~E . I YES 
CARTRIDGE ;-JOES PP CC:. 
DECP.EASE? --NO 
ITS COf SENSOR IS C~.EW 
FA LURE .:v:•r?-..:.::.3IE? 
~: =' 




1. IXlN PGA 'S 
•I ------- -- - -~I 2 . CLOSE SUIT LOOP I ~ MANUAL CO I CO R»IOVAL 3 . DIRECT O~- OPEN AS REQ. . PP cmrrRo f. c:JABILITY LOST 4 . VERIFY CABIN PRESS 
SYSTDI ECS-6 
j 
DATE FEB . 16, 1967 , 
RELIEF-NORMAL 
s/c 012 
PROCEDURES ENTRY SHEET 
SECTION 9.1.7 
SEQUENTIAL MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 
SYMPrOM 
SYMPrOM NUMBER 
LIFT - OFF lightout & DET 1 s not counting 1 
NO AUTO ABORT light - ON 2 
LET fails to JETT 3 
SIVB fails to shutdown 4 
SLA seperation not sensed 5 
SLA seperation sensed but L/V ENGINE #1 light ON 5b 
C/M - S/M failt to seperate 6 
APEX COVER fails to automatically jettison 7 
One or both drogue chutes fail to deploy automatically 8 
Drogue chute fails to release or pilot chute fails 9 
to deploy automatically 
One or more pilot chutes fail to deploy automatically 10 
One or two drogue chutes fail to release 11 
Main chutes fail to release 12 
C/M in stable II position with no audible sound 13 
of 1 and 2 compressor 
C/M in stable II position and compressors are running 14 
Audible sound of two compressors but not in stable I 14a 
condition in 10 min. 
Audible sound of one compressor but not in stable I 






































SYMPTOM I STEP I PROCEDURE NEXT I REMARKS 
STEP 
FAILURE 
J . LIFT OFF light -I 1 jLIFT OFF/ NO AUTO ABORT light - 2 I (1) EDS auto abort circuit 
will be activate d from alter-
nate source . 
(1 & 2) Neither of 
the redundant lift 
off signals r eceived 
from SIVB IU /there 
not illuminate 
DET' s - not 
counting 
2 STARr. 
NOTE: 61 sec TD's will never be 
at 61 sec elapsed time from lift 
2 . NO AUTO ABORr 
light - illumi-
nates at lift off 
3. Launch escape 
tower fails to 
jettison when LES 
MODE/TWR JETT SPS 
MODE switches 1 & 2 
are placed to TWR 
JETT SPS MODE. 
a. Firing of 







(a) NO AUTO ABORT light -
extingl.lishes. 
(b) NO AUTO ABORr light -
r emains illuminated. 
press. 
FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION 
DATE' Jan 27 , 1967 
(2) DET's will start counting. 
mfssion since OX DUMP AUTO switch will 






-• (la) Tower jettisoned with 
LE motor. 
(i) One or both of 
the r edundant EDS 
enable circuits is 
not activated, 
to 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Sequential System 
Malfunction Procedures 
5/C 012 IREV FINAL 
SECTION 9 , 1.7 PAGE 2 
) 
